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VA Whistleblower’s Plight Discloses Mismanagement of Launch of New $40 Million VA Facility in Harlingen, Texas

Presented to Members of the U.S. House and Senate Veterans’ Affairs Oversight Committees
August 2012
Harlingen, Texas

Rio Grande Valley of South Texas
Demographics
Rio Grande Valley of South Texas

- 1.2 million people
- 85% Hispanic
- Approximately 40,000 veterans (number closer to 60,000; discrepancy due to veterans not enrolling in the VA system)
- VA outpatient clinics in Harlingen and McAllen in addition to the new ambulatory surgery center
- VA contracts with 2 private hospital systems for inpatient and emergency services
- 4.5-hour trips to San Antonio still taking place as scheduled by VA
Patriotism and Sacrifice by the Rio Grande Valley

- Over 30 military service members from region have been killed while serving in Iraq and Afghanistan.

- Home region to several Medal of Honor recipients from service in World War II, Korea, and Vietnam.
Congressional Representatives for the Rio Grande Valley

U.S. Senators: Kay Bailey Hutchison (R) and John Cornyn (R)

U.S. Representatives: Henry Cuellar (D), Ruben Hinojosa (D), and Blake Farenthold (R)
Texas Valley Coastal Bend
Health Care System (part of VISN 17 within VA System)

System serves veterans south of San Antonio

Ambulatory Surgery Center inaugurated February 2, 2011 in Harlingen, Texas.

VA response to veterans’ demand for a VA hospital for South Texas border region. VA claims to steer away from construction of new hospitals. Instead, emphasis on outpatient care through VA outpatient clinics and centers and the use of private contracts for inpatient care.

3-story facility cost $40 million to construct. 120,000 square feet

System Director Jeff Milligan oversaw new facility activation; transferred to North Texas VA system after activation.
Whistleblower Profile: Dr. Richard Krugman, MD

- State University of New York at Stony Brook School of Medicine

- Medical Residency Training at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York, Hahnemann University Hospital in Philadelphia, and Duke University Medical Center.

- Former owner & CEO of highly successful Florida-based private anesthesia medical group

- Built and acquired multiple multi-specialty ambulatory surgical centers

- Recruited by VA in 2010 to be Chief of Staff to oversee preparation of new ambulatory surgery center to begin operations.

- Sept. 12, 2010-start of VA employment in Harlingen, Texas.
VA Changes Dr. Krugman’s Job Title

• Prior to the first day on the job, VA informed Dr. Krugman that his Chief of Staff job would be changed to Associate Chief of Staff reportedly to accommodate Acting Chief of Staff who changed his mind and opted not to retire from VA.

• This VA medical director, an internist, had assumed the Acting Chief of Staff job after an abrupt resignation by his predecessor.

• After Dr. Krugman had already accepted the permanent Chief of Staff position and prepared to relocate to Texas, VA opted instead to appoint the Acting Chief of Staff to the permanent position instead of Dr. Krugman.

• This VA action took place despite the Acting Chief having no experience running ambulatory surgical centers or large medical practices, unlike Dr. Krugman who did and was recruited for that reason.
Dr. Krugman’s Concerns about the New Ambulatory Surgical Center

- Limited familiarity by existing VA staff with the planning, activation, and operation of an ambulatory surgical center.

- Dr. Krugman relayed verbally and in writing his concerns as soon as he began to tour and assess the preparedness of the new center.

- Concerns about design and surgical floor layouts.

- Appropriate electrical, sterilization, and humidification systems did not exist in the new building.

- No back-up generators were in place to support the HVAC system.

- As a consequence, architects, electrical engineers, and nursing assigned to sterilization all had to revamp procedures, and plans. Expensive retrofit of the building next ensued.
VA Retaliation

- VA management prohibited access to Dr. Krugman to the ambulatory surgery center building. Was reassigned to review primary care referrals.
- VA claims that Dr. Krugman was hired to be assigned to primary care division.
- This claim is questionable given that he had been recruited for his solid and relevant administrative experience with ambulatory surgery centers in particular.
- Also, his medical specialty from past work was anesthesia, not primary care.
- Placed on probationary paid leave of absence
- Termination delayed multiple times due to private counsel intervention and congressional inquiries
- Termination official June 14, 2012.
OSC Review and VA Investigation

- Office of Special Counsel conducted review after concluding “that there is a substantial likelihood” of “a violation of law, rule, or regulation, gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, and a substantial and specific danger to public health.”

- OSC at this time is completing its review after having received VA responses. VA conducted investigation and concluded that the whistleblower allegations were unsubstantiated.

- As part of investigation, visit by VA to ambulatory center in February 2012 was after-the-fact – over a year after allegations and concerns raised by Dr. Krugman. VA had ample time over 12 months to make corrections.

- NOTE: Office of VA Inspector General unwilling to act unless matter deemed to involve allegations of criminal conduct.
OSC Review and Next Steps

- OSC review not yet concluded.
- OSC Findings to be made public and would be forwarded to the president and congressional committees of VA oversight.
- Findings to be placed on OSC website as a public document and case to be closed by OSC.
- However, because OSC review still pending, unknown if OSC will issue requests for further response by VA or recommendations for action by the agency.
Why should the House and Senate VA Oversight Committees be Involved?

* Poor treatment of a VA employee who uncovered waste and abuse and mismanagement
  *How will VA employees be protected in the future?*

* Multiple Concerns about VA’s Performance in Launch of $40 Million VA Health Care Center
  *How can mismanagement be avoided in the future?*
Dr. Krugman’s Concerns about His Hiring and Firing

• Hiring process left much to be desired. Recruited for one position, then changed by VA weeks before commencement of work and before relocation from Florida to Texas.

• VA justification for reassignment to primary care division is weak and inconsistent with Dr. Krugman’s documentation.

• Grounds for termination were questionable. Appears that Dr. Krugman was penalized for his candid assessment of the state of unpreparedness of the new $40 million VA facility.

• Separate OSC case on VA personnel actions remains pending.
Concerns about VA

• Dr. Krugman’s former VA colleagues unwilling to speak up for fear of reprisal
• Lack of accountability by regional and HQ VA due to poor or mal-intentioned actions by local officials
• Ability of VA to recruit medical personnel may be hampered due to tarnished image of this VA system
• Private hospitals with VA contracts waiting for reimbursements totaling over $15 million
• Individual MDs refusing to accept veteran patients for fear of failure or inordinate delay in reimbursement
Concerns about VA

- Current state of morale of existing VA medical staff is low.
- Impact not assessed by VA as to loss of access to medical treatment due to individual doctors and hospitals remaining unpaid
- VA has not responded to allegations that VA carried out redesign and retrofitting of the new ambulatory surgery center after Dr. Krugman made his observations.
Concerns about VA

- Cost of retrofit and building improvements unknown. What VA funds were used to cover new costs unknown.
- Majority of the OR equipment was not purchased until ten months after the building dedication.
- Acting Chief of Surgery unwilling to perform surgery on 3rd floor at this time; has announced retirement to take place Dec. 31, 2012.
- Predecessor Chief of Staff resigned in late 2011 due to concerns about facility not being ready for operation and a local VA administration not being competent to oversee operation.
Concerns about VA

• As of June 2012, not one open surgical case has been performed. Building dedication took place February 2011.

• Mismanagement of new building start-up operation leads to concerns about effectiveness and judgment of VA to install proper administrative and medical staff where needed.
Concerns about VA

- VA may have to expend valuable dollars on litigation to defend its failure to reimburse fee basis medical providers.
- At least one of the hospitals with a VA contract is contemplating a lawsuit against VA.
- Failure by VA to place qualified personnel to oversee construction, design, and operation of a new $40 million ambulatory surgery facility.
Impact on Health Care Delivery to Hispanic Veterans in South Texas

• Delays in providing ambulatory and surgical services to veterans disproportionally affecting Hispanic veterans’ access to federal health care.

• No veteran population in the United States should be receiving lower levels of quality care than others.
Potential Actions by VA Oversight Committees

• Request a GAO study of how well VA carried out the planning, construction, activation, and staffing of the Harlingen, Texas ambulatory surgical center.

• Assess how VA handled Dr. Krugman’s concerns about gross mismanagement, waste and abuse of federal resources, and the negative impact to the health care services due to veterans.

• Assess whether VA protected Dr. Krugman as a whistleblower pursuant to applicable federal laws and regulations and agency guidelines.
Potential Scope of GAO Study

Potential questions for GAO to assess:

- Who signed off on the initial design and construction of the surgical center?
- Who was responsible for the knowledge of what is necessary for the construction and appropriate functioning of the center?
- Who was responsible for the ordering of all medical equipment and why were equipment purchases delayed by months?
- What cost overruns incurred due to redesigns and rebuild work?
Potential Scope of GAO Study

• Is it typical for a VA facility to be opened without a surgical procedure taking place over a year after the building’s opening?

• What oversight system does VA have in place to ensure new construction is cost-effective and correct?

• What oversight system does VA have in place to ensure that qualified personnel are placed in positions to start up and operate new facilities?
Potential Scope for GAO Study

- Could the lessons learned from the construction and activation of this new VA facility prove constructive for other planned VA projects, especially if VA is shifting toward outpatient clinics rather than hospital construction?
- Does the VA have an adequate internal system to receive, process, and manage employee concerns without fear of reprisal or punishment by VA?
- How can the VA protect whistleblowers?
Potential Relief for Whistleblower

• If the GAO study supports Dr. Krugman’s contentions, compensate Dr. Krugman for coming forward with information about mismanagement and waste and abuse of federal dollars.

• Urge the VA to negotiate with Dr. Krugman on the proper means of compensation or redress.

• Prevent media scrutiny of the VA’s conduct and performance, Dr. Krugman’s allegations, and the system of VA federal oversight in Washington, D.C.

• A private cause of action brought by Dr. Krugman would cost the federal government unnecessary legal expenses.
Potential Relief for Whistleblower

Dr. Krugman’s preferred relief:

reinstatement at a VA health system in an administrative management role to allow him to use his private sector experience to help the VA better serve our nation’s veterans.
Thank you for your time and review of this matter.

Dr. Richard Krugman, MD
CONTACT INFORMATION

Dr. Richard Krugman, Whistleblower/Separated VA Employee
956-279-6840
rkrugman@pma-fl.com

Dr. Krugman’s Representatives:
Salomon Torres (Capitol Hill & advocacy with VA)
ST Soluciones, Harlingen, Texas
956-341-5202
salomontorres22@gmail.com

Anthony W. Walluk (OSC and VA personnel investigations)
Law Office, San Antonio, Texas
210-300-2557
awalluklaw@hotmail.com
December 2, 2011

Dr. Richard Krugman
c/o Anthony W. Walluk, Esquire
111 Soledad, Suite 300
San Antonio, TX 78205

Re: OSC File No. DI-11-3558

Dear Dr. Krugman:

The Office of Special Counsel (OSC) has completed its review of the information you referred to the Disclosure Unit. You alleged that employees at the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System (TVCBHCS), Harlingen, Texas, may be engaging in violations of law, rule, or regulation, gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, and a substantial and specific danger to public health in the management and operation of the Health Care Center (HCC).

OSC is authorized by law to refer protected disclosures to the involved agency for an investigation and report. Disclosures OSC may refer for investigation must include information that establishes a substantial likelihood of a violation of a law, rule, or regulation, or gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety. OSC does not have the authority to investigate disclosures and, therefore, does not conduct its own investigations.

You alleged that since you were hired in September 2010, the HCC, intended as an Ambulatory Surgical Center (ASC), has been without adequate medical staff or equipment, and does not have all of the specialty services available so that it may operate as intended. You alleged that highly-paid specialists were underutilized, and the TVCBHCS has incurred millions of dollars in debt to private practitioners and hospitals as the result of referrals of patients for specialty care not available at the HCC. You also disclosed that patient care has been adversely affected due to the lack of in-house specialty care. You estimate that nearly 15,000 veteran patients have not received necessary colonoscopies because the HCC did not have adequate staff and equipment to perform them.

We have concluded that there is a substantial likelihood that the information that you provided to OSC discloses a violation of law, rule, or regulation, gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, and a substantial and specific danger to public health. Thus, we have transmitted these allegations to the Secretary of Veterans Affairs for a report pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 1213(c). With your consent, we identified you as the source of the information, so that a representative of the Secretary's office may speak with you directly.
We have provided the Secretary of Veterans Affairs 60 days to conduct an investigation of these allegations and to report back to us. You should be aware, however, that these matters may take somewhat longer and agencies may request an extension of the reporting date. After we have reviewed the report, unless it is classified or otherwise not releasable by law, we will send you a copy and give you an opportunity to comment. The report and your comments will be transmitted to the President and the appropriate congressional oversight committees, and will be maintained by OSC in a public file, which is now online at www.osc.gov.

Please contact me at (202) 254-3677 if you have any questions regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Karen P. Gorman
Deputy Chief, Disclosure Unit

KPG/kpg
Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System

The TVCBHCS is a new health care system established in October 2010, and encompassing twenty counties comprised of the Laredo, McAllen, Harlingen, and Corpus Christi service areas. The TVCBHCS offers services in five facilities: four outpatient centers located in each of the above-mentioned service areas, and the HCC in Harlingen. According to the TVCBHCS web page, the Surgery and Specialty Care Program at the TVCBHCS provides "outpatient care services along the continuum of surgical specialty and medical sub specialty health in an ambulatory care setting."¹ Dr. Krugman was hired as the Associate Chief of Staff (COS) for Primary Care in September 2010.

Inadequate Facilities at Harlingen Health Care Center

Dr. Krugman arrived at the HCC to find it unready for occupation and with major design problems preventing the use of the facility as an Ambulatory Surgical Center. Although a ribbon-cutting ceremony occurred in January 2011, the HCC was inadequate for the intended purpose as an Ambulatory Surgical Center. These problems, according to Dr. Krugman, rendered the facility unable to support any surgical procedures, perform sterilization of equipment, or otherwise operate as intended. The HCC surgical unit lacked a HVAC system adequate to control humidity in the operating theatre. Further, the HCC lacked back-up generators and power outages are frequent according to Dr. Krugman. The facility was poorly designed, in that the distance between the operating rooms and recovery room was too great, and the 20 separate recovery room bays each had four walls. As such, additional nurses or attendants would be required by The Joint Commission,² adding to the costs of operating the HCC. Design changes recommended by Dr. Krugman have for the most part been implemented, but the HCC remains unable to support surgery or other procedures requiring a sterile environment. The HCC has begun to offer colonoscopy services, with the first occurring in late September or early October 2011.

Surgical Staff Hired but Unable to Practice

Dr. Krugman disclosed that physician-specialists were hired by TVCBHCS significantly in advance of the HCC's readiness for opening. As a result, highly compensated specialists were paid but lacked work to do. Dr. Krugman states that at least 6 surgical specialists were hired for the HCC with salaries totaling well over $1 million annually. He identifies Drs. Ruben Salinas-Garcia, and William Bohart, both hired for Ophthalmology; Dr. Lamar Collie, hired for Orthopedics; Dr. Barry Raskind, hired for Gasterentrology; Dr. Appukuttan Sundaram, hired for Otolaryngology; and Dr. Daniel Martinez, hired for Cardiothoracic surgery. Dr. Salinas-Garcia was hired in February 2011, and Dr. Martinez in December 2010. The other physicians were on staff for approximately two years. The ribbon-cutting for the facility was held in January 2011, but as stated above, the facility is still unable to support surgical procedures. Dr. Krugman

² The Joint Commission is an independent, not-for-profit organization that accredits and certifies health care organizations and programs in the United States.
asserts that these highly compensated surgical specialists did not have adequate facilities in which to practice, and therefore were underutilized and overpaid.

Moreover, Dr. Krugman asserted that TVCBHCS leadership hired physicians in certain specialties, but in order to enhance their salaries or avoid licensing or certification problems, gave them titles that suggested they were performing other functions. For example, Dr. Krugman was hired as Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory Care. After he arrived at the HCC, he was given duties in Primary Care. Although he was given duties in Primary Care, he did not qualify under VA guidelines for Primary Care privileges. In fact, he was required to request privileges in Compensation and Pension, but also lacks training, experience, and certification in that area. Dr. Daniel Martinez, a cardiothoracic surgeon, was hired at a salary of nearly $300,000 to work three days per week. He was titled as Chief of Surgery and Medical Director of the Specialty Clinics, but was unable to perform surgery in the HCC because of its condition. Moreover, Dr. Martinez is not an internist, and is therefore not qualified to be a medical director of the specialty clinics, for specialties such as urology, ophthalmology, and dermatology. In order to justify his salary, he was offered a position as a service chief in areas that were outside the scope of his practice, such as urology, ophthalmology, and dermatology.

Dr. Krugman asserted that because the facility was not able to support surgical specialties, the surgeons hired at the HCC were unable to perform surgery and were likely to lose surgical skills. He maintained that after a year during which a surgeon has not performed surgery, surgical skills begin to atrophy and the risk of danger to patients increases. He stated that Dr. Salinas-Garcia last performed surgery in November 2010 before being hired at the TVCBHCS. Dr. Bohart and Dr. Raskin have not performed surgery in over two years; Dr. Collie is either not privileged or has not performed surgery in more than 2 years. Dr. Parul Desai, Ophthalmologist, has performed surgery primarily in hospitals, [consequence?]. Dr. Martinez, although a cardiothoracic surgeon, has not performed such surgery in an Ambulatory Surgical Center and is therefore [what?] Dr. Ann McCracken, a General Surgeon, was intended to conduct biopsies in the HCC, but because the facility was inadequate, she performed biopsies in the TVCBHCS clinics. Dr. Sundarum had not performed surgery in [xxx years], and had communication problems and difficulty operating the Computerized Patient Record System (CPRS). As such, these highly paid professionals were unable to perform the duties for which they were hired.

Patient Care Concerns

According to Dr. Krugman, in January or February 2011, Dr. Raul Aguilar, TVCBHCS Chief of Staff, and Jeffrey Milligan, then TVCBHCS Director, ordered staff to cut specialty referrals by 10 percent. This meant that they wanted to see 10 percent (10%) fewer referrals of patients to private providers on a fee-basis for specialty care not available at the facility. Dr. Krugman noted that patient intake had increased by seventeen percent (17%) since he began working at the facility. In 2010, the fees paid to non-VA physicians by the VA were in the range of $20 million. The projection for these fees for 2011 was $40 million based on the increase in the number of patients. Dr. Krugman believes that requiring staff to cut specialty referrals by ten percent (10%) was arbitrary and ultimately harmful to patients who clearly needed medical care from outside providers because it was not available within TVCBHCS.
Dr. Krugman also alleged that TVCBHCS stopped sending patients out for colonoscopies in the summer of 2010, shortly before he arrived, because they could not afford to send them to non-VA providers. TVCBHCS elected to use the Fecal Occult Blood Test (FOBT) instead, which detects microscopic amounts of blood in the stool, which may indicate a bleeding polyp or cancer in the colon. Dr. Krugman stated that it was the policy of the TVCBHCS to perform the test on three successive stool samples, which required the patient to use a kit to collect the samples at home and then return them to the HCC. Dr. Krugman stated that patients are often non-compliant with the test kits, and do not return the samples to the HCC for review. Moreover, he believes that requiring three positive samples before sending a patient for a colonoscopy unnecessarily delays treatment in cases where a patient’s history warrants a colonoscopy initially. Dr. Krugman also cites a January 12, 2007 VA Directive, 2007-004, entitled Colorectal Cancer Screening. Section 2(d) of that directive states: “Based on a review of the evidence and recommendations from various organizations, all eligible veterans at average or high risk for CRC who may benefit from screening need to be offered CRC screening. Unless the primary screening method is colonoscopy, any positive screening test (fecal occult blood test (FOBT), flexible sigmoidoscopy, or double contrast barium enema (DCBE)) must be followed up with full colonoscopy, unless contraindicated.”

He believes that the use of the FOBT was a cost-saving decision, because the nearest VA facility where a patient could have a colonoscopy is in San Antonio, approximately 4 hours away by car. TVCBHCS wanted to limit the fee-basis referrals to non-VA specialists for colonoscopies, and therefore used the less effective FOBT, compromising patient health. By Dr. Krugman’s estimates approximately 15,000 veteran patients in the TVCBHCS should have had colonoscopies but did not.

Deletion of Patient Records in Advance of The Joint Commission Visit

Dr. Krugman alleged that Dr. Aguilar directed his administrative assistant Marissa Alamilla to delete the records of approximately 2,000 patients who had been seen in the TVCBHCS, in order to avoid showing a backlog of patients who had not been seen for follow-up treatment. Dr. Krugman explained that when a patient is determined to need specialty care, the patient is to be seen by a specialist within 90 days of the date the patient is seen by a primary care physician. Beginning at some point between June 1 and June 4, 2010, Dr. Aguilar directed that patients who had not been seen by a specialist, because a specialist could not be located to see the patient within 90 days or because an appointment had not been made, be transferred to “archives,” so that they would not appear as active patients whose specialist visit was overdue. He asserted that this occurred over a period of 4 days. He believes that these records were deleted in order to avoid a negative finding by The Joint Commission, in advance of a scheduled visit in [date?]. Dr. Krugman has provided samples of the computer generated report showing that the patient record had been retired to archives. Copies of those reports are enclosed as Attachment A.

Outstanding VA Debt to Private Providers Compromises Patient Care
Dr. Krugman provided information demonstrating that local private providers in the Texas Valley/Coastal region are owed millions for providing fee basis referrals under contracts with TVCBHCS. The South Texas Health System (STHS), a private health organization comprised of hospitals and medical centers, confirmed to Dr. Krugman as recently as October 5, 2011, that the total amount due to the South Texas Health System is $9,229,607, with past-due amounts dating to 2009. In addition, the VA owes $3,681,139 for fee-basis referrals to the STHS. Dr. Krugman believes that there may be an additional $2,000,000 owed to private physicians providing services through the STHS. Another private provider, Valley Baptist Health System, is owed $8,000,000 by TVCBHCS for specialty services provided to veteran patients. Dr. Krugman believes that based on the large amounts owed to these local private providers, and given the needs of the community served by TVCBHCS and its inability to provide specialty surgical procedures, this debt is likely to increase. He is concerned that private providers may refuse or limit treatment to veterans referred by TVCBHCS, thus denying needed medical treatment to patients.

According to Dr. Krugman, approximately 4,000 patients assigned to him were denied outside referrals because of the arbitrary attempt to cut fee-basis referrals, the administrative transfer of records from San Antonio to Harlingen, and because older cases were presumed to have been resolved and were discontinued.
My name is Richard S. Krugman, MD and I am a Whistle Blower. As such, I should have been offered whistleblower protection regarding my concerns of fraud, waste and abuse; but more importantly, my disclosures regarding the inadequate and poor veteran patient care perpetrated by the Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System (TVCBHCS) and the administration of VISN 17 including its Director. This is a direct causal effect of poor administration, inadequate oversight of a new Ambulatory Surgical Center and the promotion to senior management without the appropriate education or experience needed in a start up venture as TVCBHCS.

This is a clear example of the term Peter's Principle at work, here in South Texas. Peter’s Principle states that in a hierarchy every employee tends to rise to the level of their own incompetency. Meaning, that employees tend to be promoted until they reach a position at which they cannot work competently.

The Veterans Administration has consistently and with great consternation held the opinion that nothing is wrong, everything that is correctable has been corrected and Dr. Krugman is a crank interfering with the big picture. What is the big picture? In reality the veteran is the most important person in this equation. The veteran population deserves the best medical healthcare available in this country. We are all living in our homes and living under a democratic government because these individuals gave up part of their lives and bodies to protect our rights.

If the truth is the most important aspect of this investigation, then everything they reviewed and everyone they queried should have been deleted from the subject matter. Review the paper trail, e-mails and deletion of patient records which were supplied to the review board. Don’t question the people who have a vested interest in derailing this investigation. Interview the patients who have been hurt, interview the physicians who are ashamed of what happens every day, and interview the elected officials who have been receiving complaints from their constituents for years. This makes the investigation of Fast and Furious look like a walk in the park. This is affecting greater than 50,000 lives.

I reviewed several of the past OSC public files. One in particular criticizes the entire system of investigations – VA, OSC, everyone – for not leading to real protection for whistleblowers, or accountability for the VA officials. Here is some of that text from that whistleblower’s letters to the OSC file:

November 30, 2009
Re: OSC File No DI-08-2379

"I am shocked and concerned about the lack of professionalism in the process of this so-called one-sided investigation. The two investigations I am involved in have led me to believe that this system of protecting federal whistleblowers is a sham and is not following the letter of the law. What kind of country do we have where there are laws enacted to protect federal employees to stand up for what is right, against wrongdoing, and those laws are ignored year after year and federal management is supported in crushing the federal employee? I realize this letter is meant to be a response to the Disclosure Report of Findings, but I find it necessary to speak to both cases, as they are interrelated and cannot be considered in isolation of
each other. So therefore I will comment on some specifics of both cases to demonstrate the tragedy and failure of the system, causing harm to our nations’ veterans and the staff that serve them with dignity.

It is important to note that I relocated to McAllen, Texas and still reside in the community. As such, unlike many who have come down to offer their opinion on what is happening here, I talk to the Health Care Providers on a daily basis. I am still in contact with many of the employees of the TVCBHCS. Rather than getting the “official” story in a one-hour meeting, I am privy to the on-going lack of leadership and treatment for the Valley Veterans. I am told of the threats and possible retaliation by administration if any employee, being a physician, allied health or administration deviates even slightly from the “official” story. Being a strong voice in and of the community I have continual access to the private health care system’s executive branch (STHS and Valley Baptist Hospital).

The information that I have given to the Office of Special Counsel is not hearsay, but rather paper documentation and if necessary we can produce sworn statements describing the blatant lying and threats (retaliation) to the individuals involved.

During my tenure at TVCBHCS I was both mentally and physically abused by the senior management of the health system, which was protected by the VISN Director and his Chief Medical Officer because of their personal interests. As a physician who went through the rigorous training of both Anesthesiology and Surgery at Ivy League and inner-city hospitals, I do not use these terms lightly. My training was to make me stronger, more knowledgeable and the most compassionate physician that academia could produce.

Patient care has been jeopardized by TVCBHCS for failing to honor or pay their different medical vendors. E-mail documentation from Douglas Matney (South Texas Health System) states the amount owed to his healthcare system is greater $10,000,000.00 and from Salomon Torres (Congressman’s Hinojosa’s office) Valley Baptist is owed $8,000,000.00 plus. This does not even include the private physicians who haven’t been paid in 3yrs. An example, which proves that VACO has misled or hidden information from congress, can be found in a recent article from the Caller.com a Corpus Christie, Texas paper dated March 18, 2012:

“It states that disabled veteran Roy Stamper, spends his days in front of a television, hobbling around his apartment on a cane and managing the constant sharp pain and numbness in his artificial hips with daily morphine pills”.

“For months, Stamper tried to find a local orthopedic surgeon to take a look at his hips and diagnose the pain, but over and over again, he found that doctors simply refuse to accept a voucher that promised reimbursement for care from the U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs”.

“Some local doctors have stopped seeing veterans because the VA has taken too long to reimburse them for the treatment”.
"The VA now is working to resolve the backlog of claims after U.S. Rep Blake Farenthold, R-Corpus Christie, complained that slow payments put local veterans at risk of not getting the care they need".

The Veterans Administration is stating that these medical providers have been paid; but, in actuality, that is far from true. To date most balances are largely in tact although some payments have been made, they are merely a fraction of the monies owed. Unfortunately, the longer this matter goes unresolved, many private healthcare fee basis providers are presently refusing to see any additional Veterans.

As I have said in multiple e-mails, TVCBHCS lacks an adequate care management system to coordinate care between VA providers and Fee Basis Providers; majority of patients receiving Fee Basis referrals did not receive an authorization letter, did not understand the letter or could not find a doctor willing to see them. TVCBHCS has not established a system to ensure timeliness of care for veterans requiring Interfacility consults and is not meeting its contractual obligations for timely referrals and communication with Fee Basis providers. How could they? They built a structure that was incorrectly built, incorrectly staffed and with inappropriate leadership. The amount of money that went into the project initially, the amount of money spent on redesigns and retrofitting to name just a few cost over-rides, has affected their ability to afford proper and appropriate patient care. I believe the expression taking the money from the right pocket to put into the left is too accurate.

In the VACO response “Outstanding VA Debt to Private Providers Compromises Patient Care”. (Page 3) The allegation that this debt has resulted in patient care being compromised is not substantiated. Reviews of medical records, documents, and interviews with multiple providers, leadership and administrative personnel responsible for the fee program did not reveal any instance where these payment issues resulted in patient care being compromised, any harm to any patient or in substantial or specific danger to public health or safety.

False. Not-true, incorrect, there are other words we can use, but the meaning gets across. Not one patient’s care was compromised? Please, in the above paragraph in the local newspaper, there are countless examples of this type of situation and worse. After speaking with the two largest private healthcare systems, neighboring TVCBHCS, they are revealing debts totaling well over $16,000,000 and are now contemplating legal action. This does not even account for the private practice physicians who have not been reimbursed in more than 3 years and are refusing to see Veteran patients. Once again, for every medical provider that is forced to say everything is okay, having no problems referring out, I can produce more medical providers that will say they are frustrated with the current situation and that they are beginning to resent being threatened with retaliation if they do not follow the party line.

Once again, I believe it is important to underscore my background at this juncture. I began my medical training with a Pediatric Residency at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, N.Y. This was followed by a Residency in Anesthesiology and a Fellowship in Cardiothoracic Anesthesiology at Hahnemann University Hospital,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I continued my post-graduate training with a second Fellowship in Acute and Chronic Pain Management at Duke University Medical Center, Durham, North Carolina.

In the early 1990's as a Physician/CEO/Owner, I developed the largest private anesthesia group on the East Coast. By expanding into other disciplines (Pediatrics, Gastroenterology, Internal Medicine, Family Practice and Chiropractic Medicine) the medical group became one of the largest private medical practices in the country. With greater than 800 full and part time professionals we were based out of Florida. With a strategic plan in place and through fiscal responsibility we were able to develop similar practices in 14 states. While building and strengthening the framework of the medical practice, we began building and acquiring Multi-specialty Ambulatory Surgical Centers. Our Mission Statement was to provide medical services in the most efficient, safe and effective environment within a framework of medical efficacy. In the process, we developed the expertise in Ambulatory Surgical Medicine by taking thirty-one Surgical Centers from their inception through the process of obtaining a Certificate Need (CON) to full licensure by The Joint Commission (JCAHO).

By 2006, the Medical Groups were sold to the leading Healthcare Providers in their respective regional areas and the Surgical Centers became an integral part of the Hospital system networks and physician practices in their various specialties. At this point, I believed I was retired (or so I thought).

After retirement I started to examine where I could best use the considerable knowledge and experience to help transform medicine to the new realities of the current Era. My answer came directly from the President. First, during the 2008 Presidential election period when, then Senator Barack Obama said, “Yes We Can” or “Sí Se Puede.” It struck a very strong cord with my wife, Tamara, who was raised in Washington, D.C., by Kennedy Democrats. Then when President Obama gave his clarion call to service, I truly saw the path for what I like to call “The Third Act”.

I would leave the private sector behind and look for a position in the Government where my expertise could be utilized. This in turn, led me to the Veteran’s Administration where I felt my contribution could assist the VA to become the model of healthcare for the future. Having regrets that I didn’t attend the Naval Academy in Annapolis, I could now assist in the development of medical programs for Veterans, among whose ranks, I would have been proud to belong.

I was recruited by Mr. Kevin Buccola, National Healthcare Recruitment consultant for a position as Chief of Staff for a newly created healthcare system called Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System, Harlingen Texas. As I understood, TVCBHCS was separating from its larger entity of Audie Murphy in San Antonio, Texas. With the new system about to stand alone along the Rio Grand Valley, a 166,309 square foot Ambulatory Surgery Center and Specialty Clinics was being constructed.
I was interviewed and offered the position. My knowledge, expertise and experience of managing large medical groups and building a stand alone ambulatory surgical center was everything the VA and myself were looking for.

Once I started packing and closing my house in Florida I was called from Texas and explained that because of finances and different avenues of compensation my title was now changed to Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory Care. My role would be the exact same, take care of the disharmony that has been fostered in the different outpatient clinics and guide the ASC to completion. This was agreed to, and once again we had exchanged the basic beliefs that I was not to get clinical privileges and my role was purely administrative.

One aspect of the whole underlying issue of my dismissal is the repeated lie that I was hired for Primary Care and that I was never assigned responsibilities to the running of the ASC and had no oversight for ambulatory care. Leadership has gone so far as to swear to this lie to everybody they have been queried by and actually went directly to Congressman’s Hinojosa’s office to perpetrate this lie. This visit to Congressman Hinojosas’ office (Dr. Raul Aguilar, Jeffrey Milligan, Director, and Lawrence Biro, Director of VISN 17) was to actually speak to Washington why the private health systems were not being paid promptly for their services and why the ASC was not completed and functioning. Instead, the conversation went immediately to the subject that I was a disgruntled employee who was fired and the only responsibility I had was for primary care. All I can say is that I have never been trained in Internal Medicine and Dr. Aguilar and his AO were clearly told this by the credentialing officer, Les Cook from Audie Murphy in San Antonio, Texas. Included is his analysis of the events surrounding my hiring where he cited actual law to explain that I could perform in a position of leadership (administrative only), and could not be credentialed for Primary Care. Dr. Aguilar actually responded that he was not hiring me as a physician but instead was hiring me for my business expertise and ability to bring an ASC on-line.

In the memorandum dated June 30, 2011 regarding credentialing of Dr. Richard Krugman by Les Cook, CPCS, Program Specialist, credentialing and Privileging South Texas Veterans Health Care System. Les Cook states on July 28, 2010, he received a request from Marissa Alamilla, AO to the Chief of Staff at Valley Coastal Bend to start the credentialing and privileging process for Dr. Richard Krugman. Marissa asked Mr. Cook to rush his application for medical staff appointment because Dr. Krugman was needed to assist with the planning and functional design of the Ambulatory Surgical Center (ASC) in the Valley. Marissa Alamilla stated that Dr Krugman was being placed in the Associate Chief of Staff (ACOS) for Ambulatory Care position because they did not have a position in existence for anyone to help build the ASC by ordering equipment and designing work flow. Dr. Aguilar, Chief of Staff at Valley Coastal Bend, later verbally reinforced this need to rush because of the help they needed with the ASC and Dr Krugman’s particular expertise in getting facilities like this up and running. Dr Aguilar also said that Dr. Krugman needed to be in an ACOS position in order to justify the pay offer that was going to be needed in order to recruit him to the Valley.
Since Dr. Krugman was being placed in the position as an ACOS for Ambulatory Care, Mr. Cook sent to Dr. Krugman a Primary Care privilege delineation form. After speaking with Dr. Krugman, Les Cook realized that I was an anesthesiologist by training and had no experience in Primary Care. Further, Dr. Krugman had not performed any patient care in recent years because of his duties as a CEO of multiple companies in multiple states. This meant that it would be difficult to show evidence of current competence in patient care.

As Les Cook described on the memorandum, he discussed these details at great length with Dr. Aguilar and Marissa Alamilla. Dr. Aguilar decided instead to send him the privilege for Compensation and Pension (C & P) because “it is easy to justify C&P privileges” and they really only needed him on staff to work with getting the ASC up and running. Les Cook complied with Dr. Aguilar’s decision and a C&P form was sent to Dr. Krugman on August 6, 2010. The entirety of the Les Cook memorandum can be found in the addendums.

Mr. Les Cook was subsequently reprimanded by the VA for providing this information to me. In fact, Mr. Cook has left the VA for the private sector. A loss, in my estimation, that will truly be felt by the VA.

In a letter dated November 4, 2011 from Daniel Martinez, MD, Board Certified Cardiothoracic Surgeon and Chief of Surgery for the new ASC and TVCBHCS states that he was explicitly told by Dr. Aguilar that Dr. Krugman was going to be on board assisting with the opening and management of the new ambulatory surgical center (specifically the ASC activation) here in Harlingen, Texas. As Dr. Martinez relates “it was clear to me from this conversation that this was to be Dr. Krugman’s primary function”.

He goes on further to state the, “Later, Dr Aguilar attempted to have me (Martinez) review consults from various clinics for referral to private providers.” Dr. Martinez relates his uncomfortableness of him personally reviewing internal medicine consults with referrals to the required specialist, as he deemed this function to not be in the scope of his training. Shortly thereafter, Dr. Martinez returned to his private practice. E-mails will be found in the addendums.

As I arrived into Texas, once again, the title started changing. I was to be The Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory Care and hold Privileges in Compensation and Pension. I said no. It was not part of any medical training I had and for the convenience of either getting me paid or being given clinical privileges I would not go along with the sham.

Within the first month of my new role as ACOS, I found/uncovered/discovered what really was taking place at TVCBHCS. The position of Chief of Staff went to Dr. Raul Aguilar, an Internist who was recently the Chief Medical Officer of the McAllen Outpatient Clinic, McAllen, Texas. An outpatient clinic of less than 10 physicians. From what I understood the Chief of Staff resigned rather abruptly and Raul was the Acting...
Chief of Staff. With no post-graduate education, reasonable medical education or practical experience in running large groups, Dr. Aguilar was now the Chief of Staff. He enjoyed this new title and its financial remuneration for many obvious reasons.

After thoroughly reviewing the plans, blueprints and ideology of the new Ambulatory Surgery and Specialty Clinic’s building, I had the first walk-through with the administrative staff, nursing, Chief of Staff and other personnel who will be associated with the new building. We met in the lobby of the building as a group. What followed was unimaginable and too surreal to really believe what was occurring. I asked the group how many were familiar with the operation and running of an ASC facility. Only one hand went up, a nurse. Has anyone ever been on a surgical floor in a hospital? The same nurse and our new chief of surgery, Dr. Daniel Martinez, a cardiothoracic surgeon who was presently practicing cardiothoracic surgery at a neighboring hospital, raised their hands.

The reason that this is important, was that leadership had no knowledge of an ambulatory surgical center, the running or protective measures needed for acceptable outcomes. To me this was a recipe for disaster. ARROGANCE BASED ON IGNORANCE. There was no respect to what could go wrong in an operating room arena. There was no appreciable knowledge of what type of cases could be done. We went over the basics of everything from who could do cases, what type of cases, what would be the appropriate ASA classification of a patient, malignant hyperthermia carts, code carts, who would run the code and what was the transfer policy if a patient must be transferred to a hospital.

It was as if I was speaking a different language. The only expression on administrations’ face was how dare this Northeastern Jew embarrass us in this fashion. This facility was going to be a shining star on everyone’s curriculum vitae.

I had not mentioned this before but it is appropriate now. At this first meeting it was noted that all appropriate electrical, sterilization, humidification systems did not exist. That within the first month of being on assignment it was abundantly clear that the facility would and could not pass inspection.

Upon realizing what I said, a closed meeting occurred and over the next year architects, electrical engineers, nursing assigned to sterilization, etc. all had to revamp procedures, plans and a great expense was undertaken to retrofit this building.

(Please review paper trail and e-mails for verification)

Enclosed as addendums, there is a paper trail that states everything that was deficient and the rush to correct because of the ribbon cutting that was approaching and the community already started hearing of the mismanagement of this project.

The Ribbon cutting, Dedication of the New Harlingen VA Outpatient Clinic and Surgical Center occurred February 02, 2011. What were dedicated were four walls not a surgery center. To this date June 12, 2012, not one open surgical case has been performed. All
persons with the appropriate knowledge of what occurred no longer are associated to this project.

You will hear that VACO did come down in February 2012 to visit the project, interview the administration and in their opinion everything was appropriate. I would hope so. But that is not why we are here. As a whistleblower, I can only tell you what occurred while I was employed or thereafter. If they say that there is a dedicated HVAC, appropriate backup generator, a Surgical and Sterile Processing Department (SPD), appropriate Ventilation system, etc., etc. I would have to say I hope so. But that is not what I said. As a whistleblower I am relating what I knew up until the time I was discharged.

They did not mention what the costs were for the retrofit, the extent of the retrofit, that the majority of the OR equipment was not purchased until early September with a delivery October/November. Ten months after the ribbon cutting. At what cost and what pocket did it come from? In my addendums I will show that by December 2011, they realized what had occurred and a mad rush to correct before the public knew or VISN realized the extent of the cover-up.

Yes they are doing colonoscopies on the third floor. A procedure that can be performed in a physician's office. Yes, a moderate case load of cataracts are being operated on, BUT NOT ONE OPEN SURGICAL CASE HAS YET TO BE PERFORMED. Even the acting chief of surgery will not do a case on the third floor. Because of her apprehension of retaliation, she has announced her retirement as of December 31.

The second part of my position as Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory Care was to oversee the physicians at the four outpatient clinics attached to TVCBHCS. Of the four clinics only two had CMO's or a Chief Medical Officer to oversee and structure day to day assignments and review Fee Basis consults to the private sector. What this meant was since this start-up health system did not have any sub-specialty physicians (i.e. Cardiology, pulmonology, etc.) or almost none; the primary care veteran physician needed permission to refer his/her patient to a specialist. At this time there were approximately less than 20 primary care physicians to oversee 40,000 plus patients.

The problems that came to light were disturbing. There was a general feeling of disgust and resentment in all four clinics to administration. The physicians were over worked, threatened by administration (retaliation), disrespected by allied health and more importantly unable to give appropriate care to their patients. All of which I discovered during a further assessment. None of which I would have allowed in the private or academic centers I was affiliated with.

In the most recent OIG reports regarding Patient Care Concerns

TVCBHCS lacks an adequate care management system to coordinate care between VA providers and Fee Basis providers, and primary care providers are not notified of patient visits with a Fee Basis provider or about the outcome of visits within a reasonable period of time.
In the majority of Fee Basis referrals, patients never saw the Fee Basis provider because they never received a letter approving a Fee Basis consult, did not know what to do with the letter if they got one, or they could not find a doctor who would take Fee Basis patients.

TVCBHCS has not established a system to ensure timeliness of care for veterans requiring interfacility consults or Fee Basis consults.

Patient care has been hampered with e-mails from the director (as stated on e-mail dated January 12, 2011) that the goal for FY 2011 is to reduce Fee Basis (non-VA Care) by 10% from previous year. This is despite the fact that the patient population continues to grow at 17%.

This disparity has resulted in Patient Care has been jeopardized by TVCBHCS for failing to honor or pay their different medical vendors. Once again, E-mail from Douglas Mainey (South Texas Health System states the amount owed to his healthcare system is greater than $13,000,000 and from Salomon Torres (Congressman’s Hinojosa’s office) Valley Baptist is owed $8,000,000 plus. This does not even include the private physicians who haven’t been paid in 3 years. It is also, once again, related to the cost over-runs in the retro-fit of the building to bring it to correct medical and surgical standards. To put it bluntly, the money that should have been used for patient care, including reimbursement to third party providers, was needed to fund the cover-up of an inappropriately designed building.

On the last VACO response from Washington, these debts have been corrected.

I am sorry to say, WRONG. According to the two health systems as of this date they are owed the same amounts as before and are considering legal action.

As recently as this month, the OIG had a surprise inspection (nothing is a surprise) at the Laredo Outpatient Clinic, Laredo, Texas. The inspection was focused on the recertification of CPR (cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) privileges with the allied staff associated with the LOPC. Enough to say that fraud was found in the credentialing packages of many of the personnel. A cover-up that was initiated by the administration of VATVCBHCS. With this fraud and abuse, direct Veteran Patient safety was affected and each and every patient was jeopardized.

**Summary of Conclusions**

**Inadequate Facilities at Harlingen Care Center:**

I will repeat my opening remark. My name is Richard S. Krugman, MD and I am a whistle blower. As such I should have been offered whistleblower protection regarding my concerns of Fraud, Waste and Abuse; but more importantly the inadequate and poor veteran patient care perpetrated by the Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System (TVCBHCS) and the administration of VISN 17 including its Director.
To remind everyone, I was separated from The Veterans Administration on June 14, 2011 and my separation was due to what I discovered/uncovered during my time of employment, September 12, 2010 till June 14, 2011, not what is occurring presently or on the Last VACO inspection dated February 8-9, 2012.

Let me start with this statement. Twelve months after the ribbon cutting, Five months after The VACO inspection or in total, seventeen months after the ribbon cutting, NOT ONE open surgical case has been performed in the new Operating Rooms of the Ambulatory Surgical Center. In fact the original Chief of Surgery, Dr. Daniel Martinez and his Administrative officer Mr. Charles Dubois both resigned in April/May 2011 because they both had realized that administration was incompetent to move the project to a successful conclusion. Presently, the Acting Chief of Surgery has announced her retirement because of the fear of retaliation.

Once again in the Report to the office of Special Counsel, Facility profile, it states that the HCC at Harlingen began operation in January 2011, for medical sub-specialty services with the surgery floor activating during the summer of 2011.

Once again either an error or misrepresentation of the truth was concluded during VACO summation to the Office of Special Counsel.

As noted in e-mails directed from Stephen Castillo, Account Executive-Monitoring for DRAEGER Equipment, monitoring equipment, anesthesia equipment, etc., was not ordered until August 2011 and received until mid-late October 2011. (Emails included)

TVCBHCS and VACO are very quick to say that they are now performing colonoscopies on the third floor. If necessary the exact date of the first colonoscopy can be noted as well as the number of colonoscopies per week. What is important to note, is that colonoscopies are considered dirty procedures, and usually done in physician offices or in procedure rooms off the OR flows. In this regard, VA spent $50 million dollars for a procedure that could have been done in the existing Harlingen Clinic.

Also E-mail from Dr. Ruben Salinas, Ophthalmologist and Ophthalmic Surgeon, dated August 18, 2011, item # 7 “Despite that I was hired as a Cataract Eye Surgeon, no procedures have been done to this date, they have all been fed out, because of the lack of Equipment and Human Resources in the Operating Rooms.”

Item # 5 “up until now I still do not have a clinic of my own because of the lack of equipment and the lack of Certified Eye Technicians. There is a long waiting list of patients to be seen because of the lack of equipment in the eye clinic”.

Item # 1 “During the last six months since I have been hired, I have only seen Dr. Aguilar twice come to the Eye Clinic and on both occasions the Eye Team was humiliated instead of praised for our efforts in trying to provide the best possible eye care to our veterans.
without the proper equipment or Human Resources and that was done in front of the nurses’.
(Emails included)

Facility Profile

Once again VACO is stating that on inspection there was no findings, hence no recommendations. Inspection was conducted more than one year after I began expressing my concerns to the administration.

E-mail dated February 28, 2011 from Abel Gonzales, Chief of SPD, and Directed to Jeffrey Milligan, Director:

Mr. Gonzales expresses his concerns regarding the new facilities’ temperature and humidification systems. As the temperature and humidity were not controllable, measurements were outside of norm and certification would be impossible.

E-mail dated March 15, 2011 from Abel Gonzales, Chief of SPD to the director; his worries are increased when after weekend shutdowns the heat, humidity and moisture are unacceptable. He states that these systems must be on constantly with no evening or week end shut down. When these systems are off they allow heat and humidity to build up, which affects walls, floors and sterile items allowing bacteria to establish growth. When the systems start back up after being down, they create turbulent air which picks up any particles that have settled.

E-mail dated April 29, 2011 from Douglas Matney, Group Vice President, UHS South Texas, directed to Jeffrey Milligan, Director:

It is important to note that Universal Health Systems is one of the largest Health Systems in the country and TVCBHCS refers a majority of their patients to these hospitals because of their proximity to the different out patient clinics that comprise TVCBHCS. Mr. Matney relates” The first rumor is that the new VA center has significant problems both with equipment and with construction. The rumor is that critical and necessary equipment did not get ordered. But more significant is that there are problems with the electrical and HVAC system that will require rework. According to the rumors, some portions of the new VA center will not be open until 2012 despite the “ribbon cutting” that occurred. I don’t know anything else beyond this concern, but one of them was talking about going to Senator Hutchinson or the press.”

“The second concern was about the treatment of vets, in particular since the Cornerstone contract expired. This concern came from one of the same vets (the one that wanted to go to the press) but have also come from another individual and from two local physicians. It has to do with screening of vets for colorectal cancer. The rumor is that the national standard is endoscopy but the VA is only doing Fecal Occult Blood Test (FOBT). These studies are not accurate, take months to complete, and are at least ten years behind the times. They may have been the standard of care in the 1990's but not today. Again, I have no idea if this is true or not. But I have to tell you I do wonder what happened to over 50 colonoscopies a procedure frequently performed at cornerstone and now the local GI physicians confirming they do not see in their offices. I also told Dr. Martinez about this
rumor when he was here, but at that time I’d only heard it from two sourced and now this is up to four sources.

The questions that should be asked,

@Who allowed or signed off on the initial construction?

@Who was responsible for the knowledge of what is necessary for the construction and appropriate functioning of the ASC?

@Where did the cost over-runs for redesigns, rebuild, etc. come from?

@Why was the appropriate authority not notified immediately?

@With these cost over-runs prohibitive, which Veteran Patient Care services were sacrificed for not making the public aware of this cover-up?

@Why is the standard of care different for the Veteran Patient as compared to the tens of thousands of Veteran Administration employees that at age fifty, receive colonoscopies as routine screening.

@Can we say or would you like to say, there is a double standard of care? I would hope not especially in the year of 2012 when there are discussions of a two class health system or the difference between President Obama vs. Governor Romney. Imagine if all the elected officials in the United States have one type of care and the young men and women that will fight and defend our country, do not even have the same coverage as the people who are sending them to war.
A-1 Special Counsel Commends MSPB Study on Whistle blowing
A-2 Generalized statements regarding Patient Care Concerns
A-3 July 18, 2011, Congressman Ruben Hinojosa (D-15th)
A-4 August 11, 2011, Congressman Ruben Hinojosa (D-15th)
A-5 September 27, 2011, Congressman Hinojosa (D-15th)
A-6 December 13, 2011, Congressman Hinojosa (D-15th)
A-7 Discontinuation of Patient Care. I approximated 2,000 but VACO corrected me and saying the number was 1800. Thank you.
A-8 Discontinuation of Patient Care. VACO responds with "no records lost and consultations were discontinued for valid reasons, with clinician judgment guiding the entire process."

VERY MISLEADING AND MISREPRESENTING TRUE REASON
With the separation of VATVCHCS from San Antonio, we would have to stand up and alone on how we conducted ourselves, how we had a strong handle on managing patients, referring patients to Fee Basis physicians, and reasonable follow up time. I will state here...that this was not part of the CPRS conversion. This was a lack of oversight in following the Veteran patient. Because inspection would be coming shortly, a decision was made that any patient with greater than 90 days follow-up would be deleted. It was so well thought out that the majority of patients affected were the "Snow birds" who would not be returning until after the inspection. For this reason, one of many, when the conversion did occur, and the northern snow birds did return, hour appointments were given out to reconstruct the deleted records.
It is also stated that these records were deleted with "clinical judgment in guiding the entire process."

With 1800 patients being discontinued in roughly 3 days, it is stated that with Clinician judgment guided the entire process. Wrong, the main person given the responsibility was Maria Alamilla, the AO to Dr Aguilar the COS.
A-9 Dr Brown, CMO of MOPC describing the tension at his facility. The same facility that Raul Aguilar came from before he was made Acting Chief of Staff
A-10 Dr. Candace Downing, ACMO of HOPC. No hope was offered
A-11 Milligan to all. Reduce utilization of Fee Basis in VCB by 10%
A-12 Salomon Torres (Ruben Hinojosa -15
Come to office to discuss status of unpaid bills, morale of physicians etc.
A-13 October 5, 2011, South Texas Health System owed approx $13,000,000
A-14 October 5, 2011 Valley Baptist is owed $8,000,000 plus
A recent e-mail will show that VA has not caught up with their financial responsibilities, and the private health systems will be initiating legal recourse.
A-15 Valley Veterans being treated in San Antonio to boost quota numbers
A-17 Douglas Matney
A-18 Douglas Matney
WASHINGTON, D.C./Nov. 22, 2011 —

Federal employees reporting waste, fraud and abuse routinely face retaliation and must be protected from it in order for the government to function at its best. Special Counsel Carolyn Lerner commends the new report from the Merit System Protection Board which highlights this reality: Blowing the Whistle: Barriers to Federal Employees Making Disclosures.

According to the report, approximately one-third of the individuals who believed they had been identified as a source of a report of wrongdoing perceived either threats or acts of reprisal, or both. In addition, the report found an increase in the percentage of employees aware of waste caused by a badly managed program and a significant increase in the number of employees who observed acts of wrongdoing that would cost more than $100,000. Lerner said, "With the government facing a fiscal crisis, OSC’s role to protect whistleblowers has never been more important."

***

The U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC) is an independent federal investigative and prosecutorial agency. Our basic authorities come from four federal statutes: the Civil Service Reform Act, the Whistleblower Protection Act, the Hatch Act, and the Uniformed Services Employment & Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA). OSC’s primary mission is to safeguard the merit system by protecting federal employees and applicants from prohibited personnel practices, especially reprisal for whistleblowing. For more information, please visit our website at www.osc.gov.
Richard Krugman

From: Richard Krugman [rkrugman@pma-fl.com]
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2011 12:00 PM
To: rkrugman@pma-fl.com
Subject: FW: this is a concise answer to her question

Regarding Patient Care Concerns

- TVCBHCS lacks an adequate care management system to coordinate care between VA providers and Fee Basis providers, and primary care providers are not notified of patient visits with a Fee Basis provider or about the outcome of visits within a reasonable period of time.
- In the majority of Fee Basis referrals, patients never saw the Fee Basis provider because they never received a letter approving a Fee Basis consult, did not know what to do with the letter if they got one, or they could not find a doctor who would take Fee Basis patients.
- TVCBHCS has not established a system to ensure timeliness of care for veterans requiring interfacility consults or Fee Basis consults.

Patient care has been hampered with e-mails from the director (as stated on e-mail dated January 12, 2011) that the goal for FY 2011 is to reduce Fee Basis (non-VA Care) by 10% from previous year, even though patient population continues to grow.

Patient care has been jeopardized by TVCBHCS for failing to honor or pay their different medical vendors.
E-mail from Douglas Matney (South Texas Health System) states the amount owed to his healthcare system is greater than $13,000,000.00 and from Salomon Torres (congressman's office) Valley Baptist is owed $5,000,000 plus. This does not even include the private physicians who haven't been paid in 3yrs.

I believe this is all the result of an improperly built ASC and the expenses to refit and rebuild correctly at a great cost to the public.

The list below goes over my claims of their fraud and abuse:

1/ Selection of highly paid surgical specialists before they have the facilities for them to practice (sitting around) – Waste
2/ Granting recruitment and relocation incentives to providers without them signing retention agreement (Ayaram and others) Providers transferred out within 1 year – waste.
3/ Gaming the hiring system to bring on “consultant” for ASC, while administratively placing them in ACOS position – Fraud
4/ Requiring licensed physicians to go against standard of care by requiring lower quality diagnostics (fecal smear instead of colonoscopy) – Abuse of authority
5/ Failing to pay valid bills submitted by patient care facilities. Bad faith when collection attempts are made – fraudulent business practices
6/ Gaming the physician payment system to favor some physicians by creating fictitious positions – fraud, waste
7/ Building multi-million dollar ASC that lacks required engineering to function, thus requiring multi-million dollar retrofit – negligent fraud
8/ Requiring reduction in referrals despite medical necessity determined by licensed physician – abuse of power
9/ No facility, no money for preventative screening programs – negligent fraud, abuse of power, medical malpractice

6/21/2012
10/ Memorandum – all elective surgical procedures transferred to San Antonio
11/ most surgeons hired have either lost their surgical skills or have been practicing in San Antonio
12/ Sterilization department. On original build out never specified. Once again retro build with re-ordering of equipment
13/ No Pharmacology build out with specifics to IV fluids, prepared by pharmacy. Once again retro build.
14/ Building multi-million dollar ASC that lacks HOAVC (humidification specialized for OR’s,) without, medium culture for bacterial infection
15/ Until recently, although I did four separate pay panels, no salary adjustments in over four years.
July 18, 2011

Mr. Jeffrey L. Milligan  
Director, VA Valley Coastal Bend  
Health Care System  
2701 South 77 Sunshine Strip  
Harlingen, Texas 78550

Dear Director Milligan:

I learned today that you will conduct an administrative hearing tomorrow to assess the employment status of Dr. Richard Krugman, Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory Care at the Harlingen VA Health Care Center. Although the hearing is expected to focus on the ability of Dr. Krugman to continue to serve the VA, this matter raises larger and broader issues that could have an impact on the ability of VA to deliver health care services to our veterans in the Rio Grande Valley and South Texas.

I respectfully request that you arrange for a written and recorded verbatim transcript of the one-hour proceeding. The issues that will be discussed regarding the capacity and readiness of our Harlingen veterans facility to provide medical care as intended are of great interest to me as the U.S. Congressman for Harlingen and District 15. As you know, I have worked for years with my congressional colleagues to expand medical services for veterans — and we will not stop working until we achieve full hospital services here in Deep South Texas.

In the meantime, this new federal investment in medical facilities for our veterans must operate efficiently and effectively. If that is not occurring 5 months after its grand opening, then the congressional delegation will be greatly interested in visiting with the VA Secretary to ensure that the promises made to veterans are kept.

I would appreciate your prompt response to this request. At the same time, I expect that Dr. Krugman will, like any other VA employee, receive a fair hearing. You can contact me at 202-225-2531 in Washington, D.C. and ask for Connie Humphrey, Chief of Staff or Salomon Torres, District Director in the Edinburg District Office, at 956-682-5545.

Sincerely,

Rubén Hinojosa  
Member of Congress
August 11, 2011

The Honorable Eric K. Shinseki, Secretary
U. S. Department of Veterans Affairs
810 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20420

Dear Secretary Shinseki:

On February 25, 2011, I joined my colleagues Congressman Henry Cuellar and Congressman Blake Farenthold and U.S. Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison to celebrate the grand opening of the VA Health Care Center (Ambulatory Surgical Center which falls under the VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System serving veterans south of San Antonio). Veterans and the public were in high spirits and the expectations for greater medical services were high, especially to eliminate the dreaded 10-hour round trips to San Antonio for medical appointments.

The August recess is an opportune time to assess how medical services are currently being delivered at this VA facility and at the nearby VA outpatient clinics and private hospitals contracted by VA. Toward that end, I am inviting you to my Congressional Listening Session to take place at the Regional Academic Health Center in Harlingen, Texas. This event will take place on Thursday, September 1, 2011 from 10:00 am to 12:00pm. I have also invited Congressmen Henry Cuellar and Blake Farenthold, both of which represent portions of our Deep South Texas region. I have also invited U.S. Senators John Cornyn and Kay Bailey Hutchison.

As you may know, I am the sponsor of legislation (H.R. 837) that would direct the VA to construct a VA inpatient health care facility at the Harlingen VA site. The feedback from the September 1 event will be important for me to gather and for VA to hear. We need to assess the state of health care delivery in our region to determine if the correct mix of medical facilities and contracts has been put in place.

A new circumstance has arisen that raises the importance of this public meeting with veterans. A VA whistleblower recently brought to my attention serious allegations about the new Harlingen facility. Dr. Richard Krugman was recruited as the Chief of Staff for this new center in the fall of 2010. Dr. Krugman states that he raised these concerns with VA management in Harlingen upon observing the alleged deficiencies with the facility. In the attached memorandum, he explains his concerns about the new building and about medical care for veterans. Subsequently, VA has scheduled his separation from VA to be effective on August 13, 2011 (see attached separation notice).
Please know that because Dr. Krugman believes VA has retaliated against him for raising these concerns, he has filed a Whistle Blower Complaint with the Office of Special Counsel. I fully support his request (see attached request submitted to VA) that VA stay the separation. It appears to be a reasonable request to enable a full evaluation of the allegations and to give VA adequate opportunity to respond while Dr. Krugman is still an employee.

These allegations are serious and require a complete response by VA. As you know, in these austere times all federal investments require that any waste or mismanagement of federal resources be addressed. If these allegations are true, accountability is required to ensure corrective action to make the VA facility fully operational and to assess the performance of responsible VA personnel and contractors. As the national steward of our impressive VA medical system, I know that you too will want these issues addressed as quickly as possible.

Please contact me at 202-225-2531 if you have any questions and to inform us if you can attend. Your office can also contact my staff (Connie Humphrey, Chief of Staff in D.C. or Salomon Torres, District Director at 956-682-5545). Thank you for your attention to this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Rubén Hinojosa
Member of Congress

Attachments

cc: Jeff Milligan, Director, VA TX Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System, Harlingen, TX
    Lawrence A. Biro, VISN 17 Network Director, Dallas, TX
    Robert A. Pezel, MD., Under Secretary, VHA
    Joan Mooney, Assistant Secretary for VA Congressional and Legislative Affairs, Washington, DC
    W. Scott Gould, Deputy Secretary, VA Public and Intergovernmental Affairs, Washington, DC
    George Opfer, VA Inspector General, Washington, DC
This letter follows up my correspondence of August 11, 2011 to which I have yet to receive a response. In that letter, I invited you to my Congressional Listening Session that took place in Harlingen, Texas on September 1. The purpose of the event was to assess how well VA medical services are being delivered at the local outpatient facilities in my district and through private hospital contracts. It was a very constructive session which, unfortunately, you were unable to attend.

The input from veterans confirmed some of the concerns raised in my letter of invitation. It is becoming clearer that improvements need to be made by VA in your VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System, especially at the new VA Health Care Center at Harlingen (ambulatory & surgical center). Since the last letter, VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend System Director Jeff Milligan in Harlingen was transferred to a similar VA post in North Texas.

As you may recall, one of the sources of information about the problems at the new Harlingen VA facility was Dr. Richard Krugman who was originally recruited to serve as Chief of Staff for the new Harlingen center but was reassigned. The VA ordered his separation from VA effective August 13, 2011. Through the request of the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) and this congressional office, the VA granted a 45-day delay in the separation. That extension expires today.

Since the VA has not yet responded to my congressional inquiry and the OSC has not completed its investigation, I am requesting that VA provide an additional 90-day extension. Dr. Krugman’s cooperation as a VA employee is essential. Please know that OSC is reviewing two matters related to Dr. Krugman’s situation. One review focuses on VA’s decision-making and conduct and Dr. Krugman’s job performance and conduct. A second review focuses on potential and alleged waste, fraud, and abuse committed by VA at the new Harlingen ambulatory and surgical center.
At the Congressional Listening Session I heard veterans’ allegations regarding poor customer service, continued burdensome 5-hour travel to San Antonio for medical appointments for minor appointments or to provide patients for medical fellow training in San Antonio, and insufficient medical personnel being employed at our local VA facilities. Although the two private hospital contractors (Valley Baptist Health System and South Texas Health System) have not complained or sought my assistance to address the status of unpaid VA bills, my office has learned that both contractors are owed millions. As a congressman, this overall situation raises alarms whether the VA is appropriately allocating valuable financial resources within the VA.

To repeat from my first letter: these allegations are serious and require a complete response by VA. As you know, in these austere times all federal investments require that any waste or mismanagement of federal resources be addressed. If these allegations are true, accountability is required to ensure corrective action to make the Harlingen VA facility fully operational and to assess the performance of responsible VA personnel. As the national steward of our impressive VA medical system, I know that you too will want these issues addressed as quickly as possible.

I await your response to these concerns and your decision in regards to Dr. Krugman’s continued employment status. Your office can contact my staff (Connie Humphrey, Chief of Staff in D.C. or Salomon Torres, District Director at 956-582-5545). Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rubén Hinojosa
Member of Congress

CC: Donna Malone, Acting Director, VA TX Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System, Harlingen, TX
Lawrence A. Biro, VISN 17 Network Director, Dallas, TX
Robert A. Petzel, MD., Under Secretary, VHA
Joan Mooney, Assistant Secretary for VA Congressional and Legislative Affairs, Washington, DC
W. Scott Gould, Deputy Secretary, VA Public and Intergovernmental Affairs, Washington, DC
George Opfer, VA Inspector General, Washington, DC
December 13, 2011

The Honorable Eric K. Shinseki, Secretary
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
810 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20420

Dear Secretary Shinseki:

By now you should have received the December 2, 2011 letter from the U.S. Office of Special Counsel addressed to VA employee and whistleblower Dr. Richard Krugman concluding that “that there is a substantial likelihood that the information that you [Dr. Krugman] provided to OSC discloses a violation of law, rule, or regulation, gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, and a substantial and specific danger to public health.” I understand that you now have 60 days to conduct an investigation.

This is a very serious and disturbing finding by a credible and independent third party. As you recall, I had written previously to you on August 11 and September 27 forwarding to you these concerns and allegations raised by Dr. Krugman. To date, I have not received a written response to those letters, although a delegation of VA personnel subsequently met with my staff to provide an update on the ongoing work to operate the new VA Ambulatory and Surgical Center under the VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System. From that update, it was clear that progress was being made, but much work needed to be done, especially on issues that I heard expressed directly from veterans at my September 1 recess Listening Session in Harlingen, Texas in my congressional district.

Dr. Krugman is slated for separation from the VA on December 14. His original date of separation was scheduled for August 13. However, due to requests for extension from the OSC and my office, at least four (4) extensions have been granted to date. Whistleblowers can prove to be invaluable to shed light on waste, abuse, and mismanagement of federal resources. (See attached OSC study.) In these economic times, now more than ever we need to protect federal employees that are willing to step forward with information that could save the federal government millions of dollars.
Therefore, because it appears that Dr. Krugman’s allegations were accurate and may lead to savings for the VA and better operation of the new Harlingen facility, **I am respectfully recommending that VA issue an indefinite stay of Dr. Krugman’s termination.** In addition, the OSC has completed its investigation of a second inquiry addressing VA’s personnel actions against Dr. Krugman; legal review of these findings is now underway. It seems ill-advised to terminate Dr. Krugman at this time if at all. In fact, he remains willing to serve the VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System given his qualifications, skills and experience that were the initial basis by VA to recruit him to Deep South Texas.

Your prompt attention to this matter would be greatly appreciated. Recently, Congress invested considerable time to review whistleblowers’ allegations in other matters. I suspect that this matter could potentially generate the same degree of oversight review. Please contact me if you have any questions about this third inquiry (Connie Humphrey, Chief of Staff in D.C., at 202-225-2531 or Salomon Torres, District Director in Texas, at 956-682-5545). Thank you.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Rubén Hinojosa
Member of Congress

cc: Danna Malone, Acting Director, VA TX Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System, Harlingen, TX
    Lawrence A. Biro, VISN 17 Network Director, Dallas, TX
    Robert A. Petzel, MD., Under Secretary, VHA
    Joan Mooney, Assistant Secretary for VA Congressional and Legislative Affairs, Washington, DC
    W. Scott Gould, Deputy Secretary, VA Public and Intergovernmental Affairs, Washington, DC
    George Opfer, VA Inspector General, Washington, DC
Greetings I just want to give you a heads up on status of several of our PCP's here at MCOPC.

Today at noon I got a call for the Chief of ER in ALMD in San Antonio and she was requesting references on Dr Canales and she advised me that Dr Canales has applied for employment as a fee based provider for ER. I have spoken with Dr Canales and effectively she has applied to work the ALMD ER on a fee basis for now 2 weekends a month but if she likes it she will quit here and work there full time. The issue at stake is salary and delay in approval of biannual salary reviews as well as current work overload. Dr Garcia-Cantus has advised her of Dr Aguirre's salary on a 7/8ths schedule and it is significantly higher than her current salary.

Dr Barreiro has also expressed to me and to several other employees that she is very dissatisfied at this time as she feels the work demands are not commensurate with current salary. Through the grapevine I understand she is planning on seeking employment elsewhere by May 2011.

Dr. Guerra has also expressed that he is considering seeking employment elsewhere because he feels the work demands are too high and it has come to an unmanageable point. He usually is here by 7:30 AM and usually does not leave until after 7PM every day and comes in on most weekends for several hours to catch up on the excessive amount of outside paperwork.

I strongly believe that to avoid such amount of attrition of PCP's it is imperative to expedite the biannual salary review for some of these providers. I do not believe they are willing to wait much longer. I have tried to appease them and advise them on the situation of waiting for HR clearance of increase in market pay from central office but at this point all credibility has been lost.

Thanking you beforehand for your kind attentions.

Respectfully,

Daniel C. Brown, MD
MCOPC Chief Medical Officer (CMO)
(956) 618-7112 / Ext 67342/67126
Email: DanielC.Brown@med.va.gov

Like us: www.facebook.com/VCBHCS

7/9/2011
Dr. Aguilar,

We are writing this letter to you to make you aware of the concerns of the Harlingen Clinic staff.

The physicians have been overwhelmed with the workload. We have discussed this with you and Dr. Krugman on several occasions in the past. We see many patients daily and in addition, have a burden of the unassigned patients and Winter Texans. Many of these come in post hospitalization or for complicated problems. We are seeing new patients daily. Every new patient requires several quick follow up visits, increasing the workload significantly. In addition, there are 100-200 alerts daily for our panels. Patients come in without appointments and have various needs. Patients travel here from other clinics for laboratory; radiology or specialty services and either have a problem acutely or decide they need to be seen as a walk in here. We are expected to care for them. We have home health patients and are being told by those that approve VA home care that we need to see those patients every two months. This may improve a bit in 2-3 months when Dr. Rivera can accept some of these patients. We have patients that are inactive and are dropped off our panels and then see the nurse or come as a walk in and they are again on our panels. We are all working evenings and weekends, an average of 60 hours or more a week, to try to meet the burden. We have concerns about being slow to act or even missing a diagnosis due to this work load. Our patient panels exceed the recommended panel size by a large margin.

We have asked that patients that wish to move to HOPC from MCOPC be put on a waitlist. There has been no action on this. We understand that new patients are being recruited daily. We are not serving...
them well by not having the staff to care for them. A waitlist for these patients should be started as well until we have capacity to serve them.

As you are well aware, we have members of our staff working here that are not being compensated in an equal manner. (Dr. Paradiso and locum tenens, Dr. Wellington)

We may lose physicians we have if the concerns are not addressed.

Sincerely,

Dr. Francisco Ayala,
Dr. Candace Downing
Dr. Manoj Gogia
Dr. Gary Paradiso
Dr. Earl Wellington

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 10.0.1375 / Virus Database: 150913643 - Release Date: 05/17/11
As you know, one of our performance goals for FY 2011 is to reduce utilization of Fee Basis (Non VA Care) in VCB by 10%. This reduction is of course to be performed safely and effectively.

At the ELC yesterday, I was provided with the number of Fee Authorizations for FY 2010, 31,521.

Our goal for FY 2011 will be to reduce fee authorizations by 3152. We will discuss this tomorrow at morning report.

Thank you.
Richard Krugman

From: Torres, Salomon [Salomon.Torres@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 11:17 AM
To: 'Richard Krugman'
Cc: 'Anthony Walluk'; 'doug.matney@uhsrcv.com'; 'Godinez, Roxanna'
Subject: RE: The total amount outstanding and owed to South Texas Health System

Richard,

Plz come see me at my office at 3 or 4 today. Jeff Milligan, Lawrence Biro coming to see me this Friday a.m. to discuss matters. VA staff from DC will participate via videoconference. I want to run by you the key questions/points I need to raise/emphasize. Focus of discussion will be the status of Ambulatory/Surgical Center, state of VA medical personnel hired and their morale, customer service, trips to San Antonio, use of our veteran patients for fellows in San Antonio, etc.

Unpaid bills to hospital contractors. I will bring up but not as a complaint from hospitals. Don’t want to jeopardize their standing with VA. I’m sure Milligan/Biro will point finger back to the hospitals to explain why such large bills remain unpaid.

Unlikely that your employment will come up, but don’t know for sure. Behind such closed doors I might bring up.

I’m sure will be tense, so I need your help to get ready.

Tomorrow Thursday not good to meet - will be at a conference all day in Brownsville.

Appt with VA was just set this a.m. Plz let me know.

Salomon Torres
District Director
2664 W. Trenton Rd.
Edinburg, TX 78539
956-652-5545 tel
956-682-0141 fax
salomon.torres@mail.house.gov

From: Richard Krugman [mailto:rkrugman@pma-fl.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 11:06 AM
To: Torres, Salomon; 'Anthony Walluk'
Cc: 'Gorman, Karen'; 'Holt, Sarah'; sthomas@osc.gov
Subject: FW: The total amount outstanding and owed to South Texas Health System

Most recent response from South Texas Health System. Could wait for Valley Baptist but would be pretty similar.

Hopefully this helps. This is why the private sector is no longer getting involved with the VA patients. Any groups smaller would

12/16/2011
VA: Valley veterans being treated in San Antonio to boost quota numbers

2 September 2011
Steve Taylor

HARLINGEN, Sept. 2 - The VA has acknowledged that some Rio Grande Valley veterans are having medical surgeries performed in San Antonio that could be provided locally.

Valley veterans that need cardiothoracic, neurosurgery, or cardiology operations are in some cases being sent to the Audie Murphy VA facility in San Antonio. The reason, the VA says, is that trainee physicians in San Antonio need to carry out more surgical operations in order to graduate from their fellowship program. Valley veterans provide that opportunity.

"One of the VA's missions is to provide medical education," explained Jeff Milligan, the outgoing director of the VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System (VATVCBHCS).

"The VA is involved in medical education so we can train and grow new physicians. For a program to be viable, for it to maintain its accreditation, it has to maintain a certain amount of volume. In order for San Antonio to keep its cardiothoracic surgery training program with UT they need certain volume."

Milligan said only Valley veterans who are stable enough to be transferred to San Antonio are being sent there.

"There are some world class physicians up there, affiliated with the VA, affiliated with the University of Texas Science Center. So, the veterans are receiving top notch care. In the event of a veteran needing open heart surgery and he or she is not stable and it is clearly indicated that he or she can't make the trip up there, then we will get that care provided here," Milligan said.

The VATVCBHCS broke away from the VA in San Antonio three years ago in order to provide a better service to veterans in the Valley, Laredo and Corpus Christi. In the Valley, the new entity immediately contracted with South Texas Health Systems (STHS) and Valley Baptist Medical Center so that Valley veterans could have their operations carried out locally. The VA predicted that as a result of those contracts, and the expansion of VA health care clinics in McAllen and Harlingen, 98 percent of the visits Valley veterans make to Audie Murphy would be eliminated.

Asked if the cardiothoracic, neurosurgery, or cardiology operations could be carried out at Valley Baptist or STHS's McAllen Medical Center, Milligan said: "We could get that care in the community. We could pay for that care in the community."

Asked how many Valley veterans are being treated in San Antonio that could be seen locally, Milligan said he did not know for sure. "I hate to speculate without knowing the number," Milligan told the Guardian. Milligan said such veterans do get their travel expenses paid by the VA.

Dr. Raul Aguilar, chief of staff for VATVCBHCS, said he, too, did not know how many Valley veterans are having to go to San Antonio to help trainee physicians complete their fellowship programs. "It is not in the hundreds. We do not transport that many up there," Aguilar said.

"If a patient cannot wait or should not be transported, we will not move that patient," Aguilar added. "That is why you will see some of the patients are getting their surgery down here. If a family cannot get up there to be with their loved
VA works to resolve problems after doctors, veterans complain about sluggish reimbursements for care

By Rhiannon Meyers

Originally published 06:40 a.m., March 18, 2012
Updated 10:36 a.m., March 18, 2012

CORPUS CHRISTI — Disabled veteran Roy Stamper, 54, spends his days in front of a television, hobbling around his apartment on a cane and managing the constant sharp pain and numbness in his artificial hips with daily morphine pills.

For months, Stamper tried to find a local orthopedic surgeon to take a look at his hips and diagnose the pain, but over and over again, he found that doctors simply refused to accept a voucher that promised reimbursement for care from the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.

Same local doctors have stopped seeing veterans because the VA has taken too long to reimburse them for the treatment.

The VA now is working to resolve the backlog of claims after U.S. Rep. Blake Farenthold, R-Corpus Christi, complained that slow payments put local veterans at risk of not getting the care they need.

Officials with the regional VA health system treating Valley and Coastal Bend veterans say there are 12 outstanding claims to be processed. However, two Corpus Christi doctors say that they alone have more than 40 outstanding claims awaiting VA payment.

Froy Garza, spokesman for the VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System, could not immediately explain the discrepancy.

He said the VA plans to "substantially resolve" outstanding claims within three months and will report its progress to Farenthold and other stakeholders.

Farenthold urged the VA to meet that timeline in a Feb. 9 letter to the director of the VA health network that extends from the Oklahoma border south to the Rio Grande Valley.

"These delays are unacceptable," he wrote. "The VA has a responsibility to serve those who have served our country, and it is my hope that you and your colleagues will in fact remedy this situation within the 90-day time frame you mentioned,"

http://www.caller.com/news/2012/mar/18/resolve-problems-after-doctors-va-
Farenthold said Wednesday that he will round up veterans and doctors and hold a news conference on the VA's doorstep if outstanding claims aren't resolved in the coming weeks.

"We're going to call them out," he said.

Farenthold intervened after veterans and physicians contacted him and his staff numerous times to complain about the extraordinarily long delays. Because Corpus Christi does not yet have a VA specialty clinic, the VA has been offering vouchers to veterans to receive specialty treatment from local, private providers with the promise that those providers will be reimbursed by the VA for that care.

The voucher program was seen as an improvement over the former system. In years' past, veterans needing specialty care had to drive to VA hospitals in San Antonio or Houston for treatments, testing and hospitalizations.

The vouchers, however, have proved troublesome for some area veterans because reimbursements are slow coming. Farenthold said the VA owes physicians in his district almost $1 million for services dating back several years. The VA could not immediately confirm the amount of outstanding claims.

Farenthold's office staff, citing the confidentiality of constituent casework, declined to say how many complained or which providers were affected.

The VA in a prepared statement said that four veterans have complained about their inability to find doctors to accept VA vouchers, according to their patient tracking system. The VA issued 1,496 vouchers from Oct. 1 to Feb. 15 to veterans receiving primary care at the Corpus Christi clinic.

Stamper, who complained to both the VA and Farenthold about his inability to find an orthopedic surgeon willing to accept the voucher, blamed the VA for not making timely payments to doctors and making them skittish about taking the vouchers.

"The service to the veterans, to put it mildly, is crappy," Stamper said.

Other veterans disagreed, saying service has improved in recent years and that they have no problems obtaining care with a voucher.

"From time to time, doctors didn't want to take the voucher," said Ram Chavez, a former Army combat medic and advocate for area veterans. "But the last time I heard a complaint about it was a few months ago."

Toby Cross, the Nueces County Veterans Service Officer, said the situation was far worse a year and a half ago.

"It's my understanding that some of the vouchers were being paid slowly by the VA and so area physicians were not as willing to accept those vouchers," he said. "I've attended workshops conducted by the VA and they are well aware of the problem and they are doing something about it."
Dr. Luis Armstrong, a Corpus Christi gastroenterologist, said he stopped accepting the vouchers in April 2010 because the VA was not paying him. He hired a biller to handle the problem, a big expense for a small provider, and still the VA hasn't paid 20 claims, including colonoscopies and hospital stays, he said.

Armstrong said it hurt him to turn away veterans because he owes his training to the VA system. That's why he continued to see veterans long after he stopped getting paid, he said. However, it's reached the point where he can no longer afford that, he said.

"Unfortunately, I cannot work without proper reimbursement," he said. "Economically, I cannot do it."

The slow payments haven't stopped The Orthopaedic Center of Corpus Christi from accepting vouchers, but the center is much more selective now about whom it will accept, said Linda Hernandez, clinic administrator.

"I don't think we're as apt to say, 'Yes, yes, yes' as we were in the past," she said. "We were saying yes to all of them. Again, you can only give out so much without having compensation back."

In a prepared statement provided by Garza, VA officials blamed the sluggish reimbursements on a greater-than-anticipated demand for vouchers and improper claims from providers.

Claims processing is delayed when providers submit claims the VA rejects for several reasons, such as using incorrect billing codes, submitting duplicate claims for the same care, providing treatment not preapproved by the VA or seeking reimbursements for more than the authorized rates, according to the VA.

The VA said it now has the right mix of improved initiatives and enhanced processes to successfully resolve outstanding claims. When asked to describe those initiatives and processes, the VA said in a prepared statement that it plans to report its progress to stakeholders at least once a month in the next 90 days.

Delayed reimbursements aren't uncommon and the VA has worked nationally to pay those claims quicker. VA standards call for 90 percent of all valid claims to be paid within 30 days, and the VA is working on a plan to further expedite the payment of electronic claims, said Patricia Gheen, deputy chief business officer for purchased care.

On average, VA offices nationwide pay 80 percent of claims within 30 days, she said. As the regional VA works toward improving claims payments, local veterans likely will get better access to specialty care anyway after a new specialty clinic opens in Corpus Christi as early as June, according to the VA.
Allegation # 6:

VATVCBHCS leadership hired physicians in certain specialties, but in order to enhance their salaries or avoid licensing or certification problems, they were given titles that suggested they were performing other functions.

VACO alleges the whistleblower's title was change from ACOS for Ambulatory Care to ACOS for Primary Care. His job duties were clearly defined in letters, e-mails and conversation with him and confirmed further in meetings with written documentation when his performance was less than satisfactory. His title was changed to more clearly identify his responsibilities. A title including the word “ambulatory” suggests oversight of all ambulatory activities when his actual duties were confined to oversight of primary care, and as needed, consultative work for ACS.

At this time I believe it is important to underscore my background. I began my medical training with a Pediatric Residency at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, N.Y. This was followed by a Residency in Anesthesiology and a Fellowship in Cardiothoracic Anesthesiology at Hahnemann University Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I continued my post-graduate training with a second Fellowship in Acute and Chronic Pain Management at Duke University Medical Center, Durham, North Carolina.

In the early 1990’s as a Physician/CEO/Owner, I developed the largest private anesthesia group on the East Coast. By expanding into other disciplines (Pediatrics, Gastroenterology, Internal Medicine, Family Practice and Chiropractic Medicine) the medical group became one of the largest private medical practices in the country. With greater than 800 full and partime professionals we were based out of Florida. With a strategic plan in place and through fiscal responsibility we were able to develop similar practices in 14 states. While building and strengthening the framework of the medical practice, we began building and acquiring Multi-specialty Ambulatory Surgical Centers. Our Mission Statement was to provide medical services in the most efficient, safe and effective environment within a framework of medical efficacy. In the process, we developed the expertise in Ambulatory Surgical Medicine by taking thirty-one Surgical Centers from their inception through the process of obtaining a Certificate Need (CON) to full licensure by The Joint Commission (JCAHO).

By 2006, the Medical Groups were sold to the leading Healthcare Providers in their respective regional areas and the Surgical Centers became an integral part of the Hospital system networks and physician practices in their various specialties. At this point, I believed I was retired (or so I thought).

After retirement I started to examine where I could best use the considerable knowledge and experience to help transform medicine to the new realities of the current Era. My answer came directly from the President. First, during the 2008 Presidential election
period when, then Senator Barack Obama said, “Yes We Can” or “Si Se Puede.” It struck a very strong cord with my wife, Tamara, who was raised in Washington, D.C., by Kennedy Democrats. Then when President Obama gave his clarion call to service, I truly saw the path for what I like to call “The Third Act”.

I would leave the private sector behind and look for a position in the Government where my expertise could be utilized. This in turn, led me to the Veteran’s Administration where I felt my contribution could assist the VA to become the model of healthcare for the future. Having regrets that I didn’t attend the Naval Academy in Annapolis, I now can assist in the development of medical programs for Veterans, among whose ranks, I would have been proud to belong.

I was recruited by Mr. Kevin Buccola, National Healthcare Recruitment consultant for a position as Chief of Staff for a newly created healthcare system called Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System, Harlingen Texas. As I understood, TVCBHCS was separating from its larger entity of Audie Murphy in San Antonio, Texas. With the new system about to stand alone along the Rio Grand Valley, a 166,309 square foot Ambulatory Surgery Center and Specialty Clinics was being constructed.

I was interviewed and offered the position. My knowledge, expertise and experience of managing large medical groups and building a stand alone ambulatory surgical center was everything the VA and myself were looking for.

Once I started packing and closing my house in Florida I was called from Texas and explained that because of finances and different avenues of compensation my title was now changed to Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory Care. My role would be the exact same, take care of the disharmony that has been fostered in the different outpatient clinics and guide the ASC to completion. This was agreed to, and once again we had exchanged the basic beliefs that I was not to get clinical privileges and my role was purely administrative.

To note at this juncture:

**VA Form 10-2543**
Internship/Residency: Pediatrics, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, N.Y., N.Y.

Anesthesiology, Hahnemann University Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fellowship:

Anesthesiology, Hahnemann University Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.

Anesthesiology, Duke Univ. School of Medicine, Durham, N.C.

Board Certification: Anesthesiology, indefinite

**VA form 10-0432A**
Compensation Panel Action; Recruit ACOS for Ambulatory Care

5-Part-50-316, dated 09/12/2010, Assignment Assoc COS Ambulatory Care
5-Part-50-316, dated 10/22/2010, Assignment Assoc COS Ambulatory Care
5-Part-50-316, dated 04/14/2012, Assignment Assoc COS Ambulatory Care
At no time was there a mention of Primary Care, Internal Medicine, Comp and Pen or active staff privileges. I was to hold Administrative Privileges only.

One aspect of the whole underlying issue of my dismissal is the repeated lie that I was hired for Primary Care and that I was never assigned responsibilities to the running of the ASC and had no oversight for ambulatory care. Leadership has gone so far as to swear to this lie to everybody they have been queried by and actually went directly to Congressman's Hinojosa's office to perpetrate this lie. This visit to Congressman Hinojosa's office (Dr Raul Aguilar, Jeffrey Milligan, Director and Lawrence Biro, Director of VISN 17) was to actually speak to Washington why the private health systems were not being paid promptly for their services and why the ASC was not completed and functioning. Instead, the conversation went immediately to the subject that I was a disgruntled employee who was fired and the only responsibility I had was for primary care. All I can say is that I have never been trained in Internal Medicine, nor would I have accepted a position in Primary Care.

Dr Aguilar and his AO were clearly told this by the credentialing officer, Les Cook from Audie Murphy in San Antonio, Texas. Included is his analysis of the events surrounding my hiring where he cited actual law to explain that I could perform in a position of leadership (administrative only), and could not be credentialed for Primary Care. Dr. Aguilar actually responded that he was not hiring me as a physician but instead was hiring me for my business expertise and ability to bring an ASC on-line.

In the memorandum dated June 30, 2011 regarding credentialing of Dr Richard Krugman by Les Cook, CPCS, Program Specialist, credentialing and Privileging South Texas Veterans Health Care System. Les Cook states on July 28, 2010, he received a request from Marissa Alamilla, AO to the Chief of Staff at Valley Coastal Bend to start the credentialing and privileging process for Dr. Richard Krugman. Marissa asked Mr. Cook to rush his application for medical staff appointment because Dr. Krugman was needed to assist with the planning and functional design of the Ambulatory Surgical Center (ASC) in the Valley. Marissa Alamilla stated that Dr Krugman was being placed in the Associate Chief of Staff (ACOS) for Ambulatory Care position because they did not have a position in existence for anyone to help build the ASC by ordering equipment and designing work flow. Dr. Aguilar, Chief of Staff at Valley Coastal Bend, later verbally reinforced this need to rush because of the help they needed with the ASC and Dr Krugman's particular expertise in getting facilities like this up and running. Dr Aguilar also said that Dr. Krugman needed to be in an ACOS position in order to justify the pay offer that was going to be needed in order to recruit him to the Valley.

Since Dr. Krugman was being placed in the position as an ACOS for Ambulatory Care, Mr. Cook sent to Dr Krugman a Primary Care privilege delineation form. After speaking with Dr. Krugman, Les Cook realized that I was an anesthesiologist by training and had no experience in Primary Care. Further, Dr Krugman had not performed any patient care in recent years because of his duties as a CEO of multiple companies in
multiple states. This meant that it would be difficult to show evidence of current competence in patient care.

As Les Cook described on the memorandum, he discussed these details at great length with Dr Aguilar and Marissa Alamilla. Dr. Aguilar decided instead to send him the privilege for Compensation and Pension (C & P) because “it is easy to justify C&P privileges” and they really only needed him on staff to work with getting the ASC up and running. Les Cook complied with Dr. Aguilar’s decision and a C&P form was sent to Dr Krugman on August 6, 2010. Remainder of the Les Cook memorandum can be found on the addendums.

Mr. Les Cook has since been reprimanded by the VA for providing this information. In fact, Mr. Cook has left the VA for the private sector. A loss that will truly be felt by the VA.

In a letter dated November 4, 2011 from Daniel Martinez, MD, Board Certified Cardiothoracic Surgeon and Chief of Surgery for the new ASC and TVCBHCS states that he was explicitly told by Dr Aguilar that Dr Krugman was going to be on board assisting with the opening and management of the new ambulatory surgical center (specifically the ASC activation) here in Harlingen, Texas. As Dr. Martinez relates “it was clear to me from this conversation that this was to be Dr Krugman’s primary function”.

Later, Dr Aguilar attempted to have Dr Martinez review consults from various clinics for referral to private providers. Dr Martinez relates his uncomfortableness of this process (not in the scope of his training). Shortly thereafter, Dr. Martinez ended his relationship with VA and returned to his private practice.

As I arrived into Texas, once again the title started changing. I was to be The Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory Care and hold Privileges in Compensation and Pension. I said no. It was not part of any medical training I had and for the convenience of either getting me paid or being given clinical privileges I would not go along with the sham.

Within the first month of my new role as ACOS I found/ uncovered/ discovered what really was taking place at TVCBHCS. The position of Chief of Staff went to Dr Raul Aguilar, an Internist who was recently the Chief Medical Officer of the McAllen Outpatient Clinic, McAllen, Texas. An outpatient clinic of less than 10 physicians. From what I understood the Chief of Staff resigned rather abruptly and Raul was the Acting Chief of Staff. With no post-graduate education, no experience in managing large groups of physicians or even the basic knowledge of bringing an ASC on line. Dr Aguilar was now the Chief of Staff. He enjoyed this new title and its financial remuneration for many reasons. None of which will be discussed.

As stated on page 13 Report to the Office of Special Counsel it states “Also noteworthy is that the COS of VATVCBHCS is a primary care physician, hence any clinical issues that were beyond the ACOS’s capacity could easily and competently judged by the COS.
Furthermore, the COS was in the role of CMO of a VA primary care site within the system prior to assuming the role of COS, and therefore was quite familiar with primary care operations.

The first question one might ask is how a primary care physician who is the CMO of less than 10 physicians be promoted to a COS position without any post graduate courses, experience in managing large multi-specialty groups, personally created an arena of disharmony and distrust in his own clinic. Could there have been a different reason why Dr. Raul Aguilar was selected as the new Chief of Staff, when I was already preparing to arrive in Texas? Is this the direction the Veterans Administration would like me to further elaborate? I think not!

In Memo Dated October 14, 2010, approximately one month after I arrived for duty, and after discussing the problems, flaws and mismanagement of the ASC, problems with the clinics not being able to refer patients out to the Fee Basis physicians, and most importantly why there was such animosity from the clinics to administration or more specifically complaints regarding Dr. Raul Aguilar.

This memo serves to identify delegations of approval for the VATVCBHCS fee consults. Dr. Raul Aguilar, Chief of Staff, has granted approving authority of VATVCBHCS fee consults to each of the Chief Medical officers of the VATVCBHCS Satellite clinics and the new ACOS for Primary Care, Dr. Richard Krugman as identified below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outpatient Clinic</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Alternate</th>
<th>2nd Alternate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McAllen</td>
<td>Dr. Daniel Brown</td>
<td>Dr. Richard Krugman</td>
<td>Dr. Raul Aguilar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlingen</td>
<td>Dr Richard Krugman</td>
<td>Dr. Raul Aguilar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laredo</td>
<td>Dr. Richard Krugman</td>
<td>Dr. Raul Aguilar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus Christie</td>
<td>Dr Estella Silva</td>
<td>Dr. Richard Krugman</td>
<td>Dr. Raul Aguilar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This was retaliation to hurt, embarrass and to find grounds for dismissal. This was a method for VATVCBHCS and especially Dr. Raul Aguilar to find fault and have me discharged. Points that should be made are, I was not clinically approved for patient care, never trained in primary care, and documents stated that as a CEO of multiple companies in multiple states I had no direct patient care for almost 5 years. It should also be noted, that within one month of arriving in Harlingen, Dr. Aguilar gave me the assignment of oversight of all clinics and all consults; an assignment that no other physician was required to undertake, as shown above. Even an internist had only one clinic. But, I, an Anesthesiologist, with no clinical privileges, was responsible for overseeing four clinics with hundreds of consults waiting for review. In fact of point, Dr. Aguilar himself should have been disciplined for creating a situation of inappropriate care for the veterans. Dr. Aguilar, in his resentment and prejudice towards me, endangered the entire VATVCBHCS and it’s 40,000 plus patients.

Another avenue that could be looked at, Dr. Aguilar was considered captain of the ship and he would have been ultimately responsible for all decisions. Either way Dr. Raul Aguilar knowingly put the veteran patients at risk.
Another point we should discuss is the sentence “counseling memos during his period of employment also provided clear details to his responsibilities.

Dr. Aguilar had more than 10 months to create a false paper trail. Evidenced of this can be found in documents dated 1-14-11 and 1-7-11. Why are there two different dates on the same document? Fortunately, when Dr. Aguilar was creating these documents, he left copies on the administrative copy machine which was given to me by the different secretaries and ancillary people who had found them misplaced in different public places.

How do I know these were all produced at a different time then actually stated? On 1-06-11, I was physically attacked in an office at the Harlingen outpatient clinic by Dr. Aguilar. I will repeat this once again and if needed, verification can be supplied, I was physically attacked by Dr. Raul Aguilar in the P.M. of January 06, 2011. This was after accusing him of Fraud Waste and Abuse and giving him examples. I called for an immediate meeting with Mr. Milligan which was set up for a.m. the next morning. After describing Dr Aguilar’s action similar to Captain Queeg of the Caine Mutiny he apologized for physically attacking me. I would not accept his apology and accused him of being anti-Semitic and resenting my northeastern attitude. Mr. Milligan interrupted and asked what we could do. I requested I wanted to continue my goals here in the VA, but I wanted to be able to go somewhere else, away from this bigoted climate. Following e-mail shows that Mr. Milligan tried to assist me in that venture.

Another form of retaliation occurred. I had contacted an HR representative for a number of health systems for the possibility of being interviewed for COS. I was told by the HR representative that he was given strict orders not to accept any applications from me and hence I could not go through the application system and be compared to other candidates. I WAS BLACKBALED OUT OF THE VA.

The following are recommendations from the chiefs of the different departments in the VATVCBHCS.

The Castillo e-mail demonstrates that Mr. Castillo valued my interaction and vast knowledge about the ASC and equipment.

Dr. Fell’s letter of recommendation clearly demonstrates that I made very helpful suggestions in cost reduction for drugs.

Dr. Field's letter of Recommendation clearly demonstrates that I was helpful with the CPRS conversion.

Dr Brown and Dr Lozano were two of my CMO’s who reported directly to me. I think their letters speak for themselves.

I do have several more recommendations, but I think these serve to demonstrate a version of the truth that has not been presented to you.
In the e-mail dated 10/11/2011, From Torres, Salomon (District Director, U.S. Rep. Ruben Hinojosa (TX-15) to ‘Richard Krugman’:

Richard,

As I mentioned (and as you would expect), VA folks that visited Friday had a different recollection and explanation of two key points – 1) that as Associate Chief of Staff for Primary Care you did not have authority / job duty to assess condition of ambulatory/surgical building and 2) VA did not receive from you concerns about the building until they saw them in writing in our Aug 11, congressional inquiry with your memo attached.

Also I mention to you, Mr. Milligan explained in detail how your performance as Associate Chief of Staff for Primary Care was not satisfactory (in regards to managing/processing consults).

These points are key for OSC and Anthony, your private attorney, to know.

These were the VA staff present:

Lawrence Biro, VISN Network Director
Jeff Milligan, Former VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System Director
Dr. Raul Aguilar, Chief of Staff VATVCBHCS
Froy Garza, Congressional Affairs Liaison, Harlingen

And Via videoconference fro D.C.:
William Schoenhard, Deputy under Secretary for Health for Operations and Management, Veterans Health Administration.

By focusing on this line, the TVCBHCS hoped that their would be no further investigation to what was occurring down in Rio Grande Valley, Texas.
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Federal employees reporting waste, fraud and abuse routinely face retaliation and must be protected from it in order for the government to function at its best. Special Counsel Carolyn Lerner commends the new report from the Merit System Protection Board which highlights this reality: Blowing the Whistle: Barriers to Federal Employees Making Disclosures.

According to the report, approximately one-third of the individuals who believed they had been identified as a source of a report of wrongdoing perceived either threats or acts of reprisal, or both. In addition, the report found an increase in the percentage of employees aware of waste caused by a badly managed program and a significant increase in the number of employees who observed acts of wrongdoing that would cost more than $100,000. Lerner said, “With the government facing a fiscal crisis, OSC’s role to protect whistleblowers has never been more important.”

***

The U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC) is an independent federal investigative and prosecutorial agency. Our basic authorities come from four federal statutes: the Civil Service Reform Act, the Whistleblower Protection Act, the Hatch Act, and the Uniformed Services Employment & Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA). OSC’s primary mission is to safeguard the merit system by protecting federal employees and applicants from prohibited personnel practices, especially reprisal for whistleblowing. For more information, please visit our website at www.osc.gov.
Department of Veterans Affairs

February 13, 2012

From: Secretary (00)

Subject: Protection from Reprisal for Whistleblowing

To: To All Employees

1. I want to reiterate and reaffirm VA's commitment to whistleblower protection and creating an environment in which employees feel free to voice their legitimate concerns without fear of reprisal. There are several avenues of redress available for employees to address reprisal for whistleblowing, including reporting it to VA's Office of Inspector General, your local Congressional representative, Merit Systems Protection Board, and the Office of Special Counsel. A summary of these venues and contact information is attached.

2. It is a prohibited personnel practice for an agency to subject an employee to a personnel action if the action is threatened, proposed, taken, or not taken because of whistleblowing activities. Whistleblowing means disclosing information that the employee reasonably believes is evidence of a violation of any law, rule, or regulation, or gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety. An employee is protected if he/she makes such a disclosure to the Special Counsel or the Inspector General. Additionally, an employee is protected if he/she makes such a disclosure to any other individual or organization, such as a Congressional Committee or the media, provided that the disclosure is not specifically prohibited by law.

3. Protecting employee rights is a statutory obligation. Managers and supervisors have a responsibility and will be held accountable for enforcing standards of appropriate workplace behavior, and are expected to take prompt action to deal with any conduct identified as reprisal based on whistleblowing. This includes the taking of appropriate disciplinary action, ranging from a 10-day suspension to removal in accordance with the Agency's Table of Penalties, when the circumstances warrant.

4. I encourage each of you to familiarize yourself with this information and I remind every manager of this Department's responsibility to maintain a workplace that respects its employee's ability and right to raise legitimate concerns without fear of retribution.

5. If you have questions regarding this subject, please contact Tonya Deanes, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Human Resources Management, at (202) 461-7765.

Eric K. Shinseki

Attachment
Dr. Krugman,

I would like to extend my congratulations as you have been selected to fill the Permanent position of as Associate Chief of Staff, for VA TX Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System (VCBHCS), located in Harlingen, TX.

The starting salary, approved through Compensation Panel Action by the VCB director is:

- **Base:** $97,987
- **Market:** $137,013
- **Base + Market:** $235,000
- **Recruitment incentive:** $58,750 (2yr service agreement)

Total Compensation Package = $293,750.

Please reply to all if you accept this tentative offer, and we will continue the hiring process.

About VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System (TVCBHCS): VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System is committed to providing the best care to Veterans of the Valley Coastal Bend and Border area! Be a part of the future, serving the newest VA health care system in the country. The new health care system is comprised of the Corpus Christi, Harlingen, McAllen and Laredo Outpatient Clinics, and a future, state-of-the-art Ambulatory Surgery and Specialty Outpatient Center in Harlingen. Be a part of providing the highest quality and access to health care for all South Texas Veterans right here at home.


You may participate in the Federal Employees Health Benefits program, with costs shared with your employer. More info: [http://www.usajobs.gov/jobextrainfo.asp#FEHB](http://www.usajobs.gov/jobextrainfo.asp#FEHB)

Life insurance coverage is provided. More info: [http://www.usajobs.gov/jobextrainfo.asp#life](http://www.usajobs.gov/jobextrainfo.asp#life)

Long-Term Care Insurance is offered and carries into your retirement. More info: [http://www.usajobs.gov/jobextrainfo.asp#ltci](http://www.usajobs.gov/jobextrainfo.asp#ltci)

New employees are automatically covered by the Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS). If you are transferring from another agency and covered by CSRS, you may continue in this program. More info: [http://www.usajobs.gov/jobextrainfo.asp#ret](http://www.usajobs.gov/jobextrainfo.asp#ret)
You will earn annual vacation leave. More info: http://www.usajobs.gov/JobExtraInfo.asp#VACA

You will earn sick leave. More info: http://www.usajobs.gov/JobExtraInfo.asp#SKLV

You will be paid for federal holidays that fall within your regularly scheduled tour of duty. More info: http://www.usajobs.gov/JobExtraInfo.asp#HOL

You can use Health Care Flexible Spending Accounts for expenses that are tax-deductible, but not reimbursed by any other source, including out-of-pocket expenses and non-covered benefits under their FEHB plans. More info: http://www.usajobs.gov/JobExtraInfo.asp#FSA

If you wish to proceed with your hiring process please complete and return the following forms:

VHA10-2850 Application for Physicians, Dentists, Podiatrists, Optometrists and Chiropractors.
OF-306 “Declaration for Federal Employment
This is not considered a firm job offer; Pre-employment criteria is required prior to firm offer.
• Must be a United States Citizen
• Must successfully complete background investigation and fingerprints clearance.
• Pre-employment Physical
• Must complete Professional Standards Board (PSB) Credentialing/Vet Pro. (Please note: due to the establishment of the new VCB Health Care System to stand up 01-Oct-2010, Professional Standards Board (PSB) Certification process will be required initially through STX Health Care System, San Antonio and again under the new Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System).

Please, DO NOT make any commitments based upon this email notification,
We look forward to having as a VCB Team Member; providing the best care to Veterans of the Valley Coastal Bend and Border area!
Please evaluate the services you received from Human Resources Management Services by clicking this link:

Human Resources Customer Service Survey
Barbara J. Cordova
Human Resource Specialist
VA TX Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System
STVHCS, HRMS (05B), Room Q113.4
7400 Merton Minter Blvd.
San Antonio, Texas 78229-4404
Phone: 210.617.5133 ext 14941
Fax (210)949 3372
email: Barbara.Cordova@va.gov

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 9.0.851 / Virus Database: 271.1.1/3050 - Release Date: 08/04/10 00:45:00

7/17/2011
The Professional Standards Board met to consider the appointment of Richard Krugman, M.D., Medical Staff appointment and Privileges at the Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System. Board findings are as follows:

CITIZENSHIP: USA
MEDICAL EDUCATION: MD, 12/1980, Universidad Autonoma de Guadalara, Mexico
MD, 06/1984, State University of New York @ Stony Brook
ECFMG: N/A
INTERNSHIP/RESIDENCY Internal Medicine, Fifth Pathway, SUNY @ Stony Brook, Jul 1983 – Jun 1984
Pediatrics, Mt. School of Medicine at Elmhurst Hospital, Jul 1984 – Jun 1985
Anesthesiology, Hahnemann University Hospital, Jul 1985 – Jun 1988
FELLOWSHIP: Anesthesiology, Hahnemann University Hospital, Jul 1988 – Jun 1989
Anesthesiology, Duke University School of Medicine, Jul 1989 – Apr 1990
BOARD CERTIFICATION: Anesthesiology, indefinite
CURRENT LICENSURE: California A052843 Expires: Jun 30, 2011
Florida ME54446 Expires: Jan 31, 2011
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
Apr 1990 – Jul 1990 Unemployed Florida
Jul 1990- Jun 1991 Surgical Center of Boca Raton Boca Raton, FL
Jul 2006 – Aug 2010 Retired Boca Raton, FL
Sep 2010 – current S. Texas VA Health Care System San Antonio, TX
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>LAST 4 DIGITS OF SSN</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richard S. Krugman</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 26, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICE/LOCATION</th>
<th>ASSIGNMENT</th>
<th>CURRENT TIER</th>
<th>ANNUAL SALARY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambulatory Care/Edinburg</td>
<td>ACOS Ambulatory Care</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PART A - REASON FOR COMPENSATION PANEL REVIEW**

- Initial Pay Determination
- Biennial Review
- Other (explain below)

Recruit ACOS for full time ACOS for Ambulatory Care.

**SUPERVISOR’S APPROVAL**

- NAME: A. REGILL, Chief of Staff
- SIGNATURE
- DATE

**PART B - PANEL FINDINGS**

Consideration of the Panel shall take into account the (1) level of experience in a specialty or assignment; (2) need for the specialty/assignment at the facility; (3) health care labor market for the specialty/assignment; (4) board certifications; (5) accomplishments in the specialty or assignment; (6) prior VHA experience; (7) other considerations/comments; and (8) non-foreign cost-of-living allowance.


2. We are establishing a full-time ACOS for Ambulatory Care to oversee and to collaborate in the implementation of the VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System (VATVCBHCS). If we do not fill this position we will not have appropriate oversight to establish and maintain an effective health care system. If not recruited for, this position will negatively impact patient care. Additionally the position has been difficult to recruit for the last 9 months.

3. The labor market for Internal Medicine in this remote location remains competitive. There is a lack of academic affiliation opportunity and therefore competition rests with private labor markets. The Western Region for Sullivan Cotter survey 2008 is a median of $205K. HHCS 2008 Region 7 has an average for Primary Care at an average of $165K, and a 50th percentile at $126K. AAMC may not apply here as the academic opportunities are lacking as noted. AAMC 50th percentile Instructor is $144 for Internal Medicine.


6. No prior VA experience.

7. Dr. Krugman has been invited to share his expertise at numerous lectures. Dr. Krugman demonstrates leadership qualities by serving as the CEO/COO for his own company for many years. He also very active in the community.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Nature of Action</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Nature of Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>EXCEPTED APPOINTMENT</td>
<td>6-A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>78Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>6-B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>6-E</td>
<td></td>
<td>6-C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6-D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Name (Last, First, Middle)  
KRUGMAN, RICHARD S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>Position Title and Number</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Position Title and Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>170 EXCEPTED APPOINTMENT</td>
<td>PHYSICIAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Line</th>
<th>Grade/Level</th>
<th>Step/Rate</th>
<th>Pay Basis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12A</td>
<td>0002</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>$235,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Nature of Action</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Nature of Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>EXCEPTED APPOINTMENT</td>
<td>6-A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>78Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>6-B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>6-E</td>
<td></td>
<td>6-C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6-D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Name and Location of Position's Organization  
VA HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
PATIENT CARE SVCS ACOS/AMB CARE
SAN ANTONIO TX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Line</th>
<th>Grade/Level</th>
<th>Step/Rate</th>
<th>Pay Basis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12A</td>
<td>0002</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>$235,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. Name and Location of Position's Organization  
VA HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
PATIENT CARE SVCS ACOS/AMB CARE
SAN ANTONIO TX

15. From: Position Title and Number  
PHYSICIAN

67H

45. Remarks  
ASSIGNMENT: ASSOC COS AMBUL CARE
APPOINTMENT AFFIDAVIT EXECUTED 09-13-2010.
AMOUNT IN ITEM 20 INCLUDES F&D MARKET PAY.
AMOUNT IN ITEM 21 INCLUDES F&D MARKET PAY OF $137,013.
P & D MARKET PAY IS AUTHORIZED UNDER 5 U.S.C. 5523 and is base pay for retirement, life insurance, and other benefits related to basic pay.
TOTAL PAY DETERMINED BY F&D PAY TABLE 1.
FROZEN SERVICE: NONE.
CREDITABLE MILITARY SERVICE: NONE.
PREVIOUS RETIREMENT COVERAGE: NEVER COVERED.
EMPLOYEE IS AUTOMATICALLY COVERED UNDER FERS SUBJECT TO COMPLETION OF A 2 YEAR PROBATIONARY PERIOD COMMENCING 09-12-2010.
CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT IN THIS POSITION IS CONDITIONED UPON FAVORABLE ADJUDICATION OF APPLICABLE BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION OR NATIONAL AGENCY CHECK WITH WRITTEN INQUIRIES (NACI)

46. Employing Department or Agency  
DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

52. Signature/Authentication and Title of Approving Official  
RACHONDA L GONZALES
ACTING HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER
ELECTRONICALLY SIGNED

5-Part 50-316

E:
Editions Prior to 7/91 Are Not Usable After 6/30/93
NSN 7540-01-333-6238
**Notification of Personnel Action**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (Last, First, Middle)</th>
<th>KRUGMAN, RICHARD S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### FIRST ACTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5-A. Code</th>
<th>786</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-B. Nature of Action</td>
<td>REALIGNMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5-C. Code</th>
<th>UNM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-D. Legal Authority</td>
<td>VA REORGANIZATION MEMORANDUM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5-E. Code</th>
<th>E-L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-F. Legal Authority</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SECOND ACTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6-A. Code</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-B. Nature of Action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6-C. Code</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-D. Legal Authority</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### From: Position Title and Number

| 7-A. Name and Location of Position's Organization | VA TXS VLY CTLY RND HCS VCF ADMINISTRATION HARLINGEN TX |

### To: Position Title and Number

| 11. TO: Position Title and Number | PHYSICIAN |

### Pay Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>13. Basic Pay</th>
<th>120. locality Adj.</th>
<th>13C. Adj. Basic Pay</th>
<th>13D. Other Pay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$97,967</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Employee Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21. Veterans Preference</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22. Retiree Plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. FLSA</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Service Comp. Date (Leave)</td>
<td>09/23/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Full-Time</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Pay Base Determinant</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Position Data

| 31. Service Comp. Date (Leave) | 09/23/2010 |
| 32. FLSA Category | E |
| 33. Acquisition Code | 8204.2388 |
| 34. Bargaining Unit Status | RS88 |

### Agency Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>41. Agency Date</th>
<th>42. Agency Date</th>
<th>43. Agency Date</th>
<th>44. Agency Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Remarx

**ASSIGNMENT: ASSOC COS AMBUL CARE**

AMOUNT IN ITEM 20 INCLUDES P&D MARKET PAY.

AMOUNT IN ITEM 20C INCLUDES P&D MARKET PAY OF $137,013.

P & D MARKET PAY IS AUTHORIZED UNDER F.L. 18B-445 AND IS BASE PAY FOR RETIREMENT, LIFE INSURANCE, AND OTHER BENEFITS RELATED TO BASIC PAY.

TOTAL PAY DETERMINED BY P&D PAY TABLE 1.

RECRUITION INCENTIVE OF $ 6,750.00 AUTHORIZED. LUMP SUM PAYMENT(S) WILL BE MADE. INCENTIVE AGREEMENT EXPIRES ON 09-08-12.

### Signature/Authorization and Title of Approving Official

JERRY A ERWIN

HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER

ELECTRONICALLY SIGNED

---

**DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Code</th>
<th>43. Approval Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA TA</td>
<td>1006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Editions Prior to 7/91 are Not Usable After 6/30/93

NSN 7540-01-333-6238
NOTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL ACTION

1. Name (Last, First, Middle): KRUGMAN, RICHARD S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIRST ACTION</th>
<th>SECOND ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-A. Code</td>
<td>6-A. Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385</td>
<td>TERMINATION DURING PROB/TRIAL PERIOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-C. Code</td>
<td>6-C. Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSV</td>
<td>38 U.S.C. 7403(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-E. Code</td>
<td>6-E. Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5-F. Legal Authority</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. FROM: Position Title and Number
   PHYSICIAN

3. Pay Plan | Dec. Code | Grade/Level | Step/Page | Total Salary | Pay Basis |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>0602</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>$235,000</td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Name and Location of Position's Organization
   VA TXS VLY CSTL BEND HCS
   VCB ADMINISTRATION
   HARLINGEN TX

5. Pay Plan | Dec. Code | Grade/Level | Step/Page | Total Salary | Pay Basis |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Locality Adj.</td>
<td>120C-Adj. Basic Pay</td>
<td>120D-Other Pay</td>
<td>$335,000</td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. PAY RATES
   28. Amortized Indicator: NOT APPLICABLE
   29. Pay Rate Determinant: REGULAR RATE

7. FED
   B6 WAIVED

8. Retirement Plan
   31. Service Comp. Date (Leave): 9/12/2010
   32. Work Schedule: FULL-TIME

9. POSITION DATA
   35. FLSA Category: EXCEPTED |
   36. Appropriation Code: 084.2388
   37. Bargaining Unit: 888

10. Agency Code | Agency Data |
    48-3036-061 | OPC/HARLINGEN TX |

11. Remarks
   ASSIGNMENT: ASSOC COS AMBUL CARE
   FORWARDING ADDRESS: 1509 FULLERTON AVE
   REASON(S) FOR REMOVAL: FAILURE TO SATISFACTORY PROBATIONARY PERIOD.
   NOT ENTITLED TO SEVERANCE PAY.
   LUMP SUM PAYMENT TO BE MADE FOR ANY UNUSED ANNUAL LEAVE.
   P & D MARKET PAY IS AUTHORIZED UNDER P.L. 168-445 AND IS BASE PAY FOR RETIREMENT, LIFE INSURANCE, AND OTHER BENEFITS RELATED TO BASIC PAY.
   TOTAL PAY DETERMINED BY P&D PAY TABLE.
   RECRUITMENT INCENTIVE OF $5,750.00 AUTHORIZED. LUMP SUM PAYMENT(S) WILL BE MADE. INCENTIVE AGREEMENT EXPIRES ON 06-28-2012.
   SF 2819 WAS PROVIDED. LIFE INSURANCE IS EXTENDED FOR 31 DAYS DURING WHICH YOU ARE ELIGIBLE TO CONVERT TO AN INDIVIDUAL POLICY (NONGROUP CONTRACT).
   HEALTH BENEFITS COVERAGE IS EXTENDED FOR 31 DAYS DURING WHICH YOU ARE ELIGIBLE TO CONVERT TO AN INDIVIDUAL POLICY (NONGROUP CONTRACT).

46. Employing Department or Agency
   DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
   VA TA

50. Signature/Authentication and Title of Approving Official
   HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER
   ELECTRONICALLY SIGNED
From: Aguilar, Raul [mailto:Raul.Aguilar@va.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 01, 2010 4:56 PM
To: rkrugman@pma-fl.com
Subject: FW: VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System Position for Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory Care

Dr Krugman, I hope you give us serious consideration. We need a physician of your caliber in our health care system. The veterans here deserve the most that we can offer them. I believe it starts with an excellent medical staff. We also have an association with the medical school in San Antonio, Texas and it is anticipated that the Valley will spin off as well in the next 5 years into it's own 4 year medical school. We have great potential and I know you will be a great asset to our team.

Raul Aguilar MD

From: Aguilar, Raul
Sent: Thursday, July 01, 2010 2:05 PM
To: rkrugman@pma-fl.com
Subject: VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System Position for Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory Care

We are actively recruiting for this position and I would be interested in speaking with you regarding the requirements for the position. Please call me at your earliest convenience.

Raul Aguilar MD
Chief of Staff
VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System
Harlingen, Texas
956-430-9328 office

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 9.0.830 / Virus Database: 271.1.1/2976 - Release Date: 07/01/10 14:35:00
Richard Krugman

From: Anthony Walluk [awalluklaw@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2011 11:06 PM
To: Dr. Krugman
Subject: RE: Arguments on 2(a) and (b)

Attachments: Krugman response to paragraph 2a.doc; Krugman response to paragraph 3a.doc

I am attaching my drafts of the two arguments for your review and comment. Please also draft a statement as we discussed regarding the 4 conduct issues. We will also need a list of witnesses we want them to speak with and they will need their phone numbers. Finally i would like to have a statement of what you have been doing since they removed you from ASC responsibilities.

> From: rkrugman@pma-fl.com
> To: awalluklaw@hotmail.com
> Subject: Document
> Date: Sun, 17 Jul 2011 18:06:05 -0500
>
> Dear Atty. Walluk:
>
> I found this on the office printer on Monday, June 13, 2011. If you notice
> the date he alludes to in it, is a different date then the same document in
> my file. One says 1-7-11, the other says 1-14-11.
>
> He never counseled me as he states In
> does in another document. That
> document actually appears that he put together on 1-14-11, but he mentions
> later dates in the document. He talks about dates in March, 2011.
> Furthermore, the first time a reduction in Fee Consults was brought to my
> attention was in a memo from Mr. Milligan dated January 12, 2011 and in a
> meeting the following day. How then on the 14th was I already not meeting
> this standard. We just began discussion on the 13th of January. It wasn't
> until several months after that, that Mr. Milligan divided up the CPT
> (procedure) Codes between Dr. Martinez and myself (towards the end of
> April).
>
> Thanks,
>
> Richard

7/18/2011
1. Summary of conversation with Dr Krugman 1-7-11 0730 COS Office at his request and 0930
   Director and COS
2. Will perform anesthesia in an operating room unknown location on his own time through a
   physician with a wife who has an endowment fund after he makes a contribution to provide
   with data about his competency after his proctoring or observation by the above mentioned
   anesthesiologist
3. Threatened director and chief of staff with firing from higher-up
4. Stated will not follow chain of command and will go to higher ups. Claims his requests will
   handled from Washington DC
5. Claimed anti-semitism on my behalf
6. Claims he has anesthesia privileges in ALMMVH
7. Claims Dr Julie Flynn and MS Weldon are involved in granting him anesthesia privileges
8. Claims his Comp and Pen privileges will be discontinued in the future per ALMMVH director
9. Claims that COS has denied him anesthesia privileges
10. Requested internal medicine privileges for LOPC for History and Physical without prescribin
    medications in the next two weeks
11. Inquired whether he had consulted Dr James Rogers Chief of Anesthesia at ALMMVH regard
    observation or proctoring and admitted he had not contacted Dr Rogers
12. Requested limited privileges in anesthesia that would not require his intervention for anest
    emergencies but would let him provide oversight. Requested clarification if he would cover
    Desai the proposed anesthesiologist pending recruitment and he stated he would not be able
    to cover her in her absence.
13. Claims 15 deficiencies in ASC that may be trouble spots but would not share them. Request
    he share concerns with Dr Daniel Martinez and he declined.
14. Claims he cannot work with me.
15. He stated he will remain here in the clinic until he finds another position and the director and
    myself are not to hassle him or he will be escorted into the building with his attorney.
16. At the conclusion, I clarified my expectations of Dr Krugman as ACOS-AC

Raul Aguilar MD
Chief of Staff

Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System
Meeting with Dr Richard Krugman MD ACOS-PC for VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System (VATVCBHCS) 1-14-11 0730. During the meeting, I had a concern that you are not realizing the extent of your responsibilities. Therefore, I am communicating the following expectations so as to remove any misunderstanding on your current position.

Expectations of performance for ACOS – PC

1. Implementation of Patient Aligned Care Teams in VATVCBHCS by across all primary care clinics in the HCS meeting suspenses to the VISN and regular reporting to the Director on progress in implementation
2. Reduction of the number of fee authorizations by 10% in FY 2011 with close monthly monitoring
3. Implementation of cost reductions in pharmacy costs by the end of FY 2011 with close monitoring in conjunction with pharmacy. Target was set at $380,000 for FY 2011.
4. Action plan for improvement in Clinical Reminders in all clinics to attain expected targets meeting or exceeding all targets. Action plan and progress reports to improve targets in female veteran LDL measures, diabetic retinal screening and breast cancer screening with mammograms.
5. Development of Ongoing Professional Practice Evaluation and Focused Professional Practice Evaluations for Primary Care (already completed) with action plan to report to the Professional Standards Board and Clinical Executive Board in April and September of the fiscal years.
6. Implement action plan to improve vesting numbers to meet target of 98%
7. Implement action plan to maintain competency folders for all primary care providers in conjunction with the chief medical officers.
8. Provide action plan to maintain coverage of primary care clinics in the Health Care System.
9. Arrange compensation and pension training plan in the Frank Tejeda VA Outpatient Clinic in coordination with Dr Dinesman (Chief of Comp and Pen) NLT 1-24-11 to be accomplished in one week increments with intermittent breaks to stay up with the ACOS-PC responsibilities in Harlingen. This was previously arranged for you but you requested the director to defer the training to a future date.
10. Respond to clinical alerts in a timely manner to avoid delaying care of patients waiting on consultations.
11. Continue recruiting for primary care physicians consistent with demand by the clinics.
12. Continue to act as physician utilization management advisor for the HCS.
13. Continue participation in the conversion of CPRS from 671 (STXVHCS) to 740 (VATVCBHCS). Summary transition note and problem list cleanup are priorities for the clinics.


15. Continue participation in the assigned medical staff committees and primary care committee meetings.

16. Establish clinical pertinence process and follow-up of unacceptable care by the provider when alerted by the reviewer.

17. Action plans to improve and maintain Access measures for all primary care clinics.

18. Action plans to improve and maintain overall Satisfaction measures in the primary care clinics.

19. Implement performance improvement projects for all primary care clinics in conjunction with Quality Management and outpatient clinic leadership.

20. Coordinate service agreements between the specialty services and primary care. This needs to be arranged NLT 2-1-11.

21. May consult as needed on Harlingen Care Center Ambulatory Surgery Center due to your past expertise in setting up ASC’s.

22. PCMM labor mapping for primary care providers to assure appropriate panel sizes.

23. Your tour of duty is Monday to Friday 0800 to 1630 and you are expected to comply with the hours. You may request leave as long as you inform the leadership in the administration office and arrange for coverage.

Most of these items have been discussed in the past and some discussed today as a reminder. I hope this will clarify my expectations of you as ACOS-PC.

Raul Aguilar MD
Chief of Staff
VATVCBHCS

Richard Krugman MD
ACOS-PC
VATVCBHCS
Department of Veterans Affairs

Memorandum

Date: October 14, 2010

From: VATVCBHCS Chief of Staff

Subj: Delegation of Authority to Authorize VATVCBHCS FEE Consults

To: Chief Medical Administration/Business Office (136)
Thru: STVHCS Chief of Staff (11)
Thru: STVHCS Deputy Chief of Staff (11)

1. This memo serves to identify delegations of approval authority for the VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System (VATVCBHCS) fee consults. Dr. Raul Aguilar, Chief of Staff, has granted approving authority of VATVCBHCS fee consults to each of the Chief Medical Officers of the VATVCBHCS Satellite Clinics and the new ACOS for Primary Care, Dr. Richard Krugman as identified below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outpatient Clinic</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Alternate</th>
<th>2nd Alternate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mc Allen</td>
<td>Dr. Daniel Brown</td>
<td>Dr. Richard Krugman</td>
<td>Dr. Raul Aguilar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlingen</td>
<td>Dr. Richard Krugman</td>
<td>Dr. Raul Aguilar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laredo</td>
<td>Dr. Richard Krugman</td>
<td>Dr. Raul Aguilar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus Christi</td>
<td>Dr. Estrella Silva</td>
<td>Dr. Richard Krugman</td>
<td>Dr. Raul Aguilar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Please contact Marisa Alamilla, Administrative Officer to the Chief of Staff, extension 63931, if further information is required.

Thank you,

[Signature]

RAUL AGUILAR, MD
On July 28, 2010, I received a request from Marissa Alamilla, AO, to the Chief of Staff at Valley Coastal Bend, to start the credentialing and Privileging Process for Dr Richard Krugman. At the time, Valley Coastal Bend was part of the South Texas Veterans Healthcare System. As such we were responsible for the credentialing and Privileging of all Licensed Independent Practitioners that were being staffed in the Valley.

Marissa asked me to rush his application for medical staff appointment because Dr Krugman was needed to assist with the planning and functional design of the Ambulatory Surgical Center (ASC) in the Valley. She said that Dr Krugman was being placed in the Associate Chief of Staff (ACOS) for Ambulatory Care position because they did not have a position in existence for anyone to help build the ASC by ordering the equipment and designing work flow. Dr Aguilar, Chief of Staff at Valley Coastal Bend, later verbally reinforced this need to rush because of the help they needed with the ASC and Dr Krugman’s particular expertise in getting facilities like this up and running. He also said Dr Krugman needed to be in an ACOS position in order to justify the pay offer that was going to be needed in order to recruit him to the Valley.

Since Dr Krugman was being placed in the position as an ACOS for Ambulatory Care, I sent him the Primary Care privilege delineation form. However, in speaking with Dr Krugman, I discovered that he was an anesthesiologist by training and had no experience in Primary Care. Further, Dr Krugman had not done any anesthesia patient care in the recent year because of his duties as CEO of multiple companies in multiple states, which meant that it would be difficult to show evidence of current competence in patient care anesthesia.

I discussed this at length with Dr Aguilar and Marissa. I suggested that since Dr Krugman was an anesthesiologist, we could process a request for anesthesia privileges, with a provision for proctoring or a period of supervision. Dr Aguilar decided instead to send him the privilege form for Compensation and Pension (C&P) because “it is easy to justify C&P privileges” and they really only needed him on staff to work with getting the ASC up and running. I complied with Dr Aguilar’s decision and sent Dr Krugman the C&P form on Aug 6, 2010.

I also pointed out to Dr Aguilar and Marissa that Dr Krugman was not technically qualified to be the “Service Chief” for Ambulatory Care because he was not board certified in that specialty, or have comparable qualifications, per VA Handbook 1100.19, 5, f, (1), (a). I advised that while this did not preclude him from being ACOS for Ambulatory Care, he should not be acting as a Service Chief for the purpose of reviewing Primary Care physicians’ application for medical staff appointment and privileges.
and a CEO for an anesthesia staffing agency, he was ill equipped to make decisions regarding Primary Care patient treatment. As a matter of fact, in the VA’s eyes, C&P privileges are not considered patent care privileges and only allows for exams that are the equivalent of an insurance assessment. Treatment plans, diagnosing and prescribing are not permitted under these privileges (See VA memo dated Sept 15, 2010, signed by the Deputy Under Secretary for Health for Operations and Management which specified that C&P “examiners provider NO medical care”). But this was Dr Aguilar’s decision.

I explained to Dr Krugman what Dr Aguilar had decided and sent him the C&P form. Dr Krugman was compliant with Dr Aguilar’s wishes and told me that he would do whatever Dr Aguilar asked because Dr Aguilar had made it clear that he was really there to get the ASC up and running. So, he returned the completed C&P privilege request form.

Dr Krugman’s application was completed and Dr Aguilar recommended approval of C&P privileges on Aug 30, 2010. He then presented the application to the Professional Standards Board on Aug 31, 2010. The application was subsequently approved by the director.

//Signed//
Les Cook, CPCS
Program Specialist, Credentialing and Privileging
South Texas Veterans Heath Care System

1. Verifying Specialty Certification

   (1) Physician Service Chiefs
   (a) Physician service chiefs must be certified by an appropriate specialty board or possess comparable competence. For candidates not board-certified, or board certified in a specialty(ies) not appropriate for the assignment, the medical staff’s Executive Committee affirmatively establishes and documents, through the privilege delineation process, that the person possesses comparable competence. If the service chief is not board certified, the Credentialing and Privileging file must contain documentation that the individual has been determined to be equally qualified based on experience and provider specific data. Appointment of service chiefs without board certification must comply with the VHA policy for these appointments as appropriate.
I received a request from Marissa Alamilla on 7/28/2010 naming him as ACOS for Primary Care.

After reviewing Dr. Krugman’s CV, I noticed that he didn’t have any training or experience in Primary Care. That is problematic in that if he were to be acting as a Primary Care Service Chief, he would need to be Board certified or board eligible (to use an outdated term) in the specialty of Primary Care for the purposes of recommending approval of privileges, according to VA handbook 1100.19. Marissa and Dr Aguilar indicated in a phone call that Dr Krugman was actually being hired for his expertise in setting up new clinics. But they needed to fit him in a currently open slot in order to do that.

We also discussed that all of Dr. Krugman’s training was in Anesthesiology, but he had not been in direct patient care recent because of his recent retirement and the fact that previously, he was the CEO of his company. I suggested that he be evaluated for anesthesiology privileges, but if approved, have a detailed FPPE or a period of proctoring. But, instead, Dr. Aguilar asked me to send him the Compensation and Pension Privileges because those were easy to justify approval of. Dr. Aguilar indicated that it didn’t matter what privileges he held, because he was coming to be utilized in a capacity to help get the new Surgical Center up and running.

Email dated 8/4/2010 to Marissa Alamilla and Raul Aguilar. CC’d to Anna Valdez and Deborah Ortis

“Good morning,

I got the application packet out to Dr Krugman today after a morning meeting here.

One thing I noticed when reviewing his CV and after speaking with him on the phone was that he has not had any clinical care experience for several years (been solely in administration and did not hold privileges). Because of that, I do not expect to be able to show documentation of current clinical competence. We should start thinking sooner, rather than later, of how we are going to address that either in FPPE or with some sort of proctoring plan. I think Deb Ortis has some specific expertise in this area and will be able to offer good advice.

In the mean time, we haven’t even gotten the privilege delineation request back from him yet. I just want us to be proactive in addressing rather than trying to come up with something at the board.

Let me know if I can help.”

Dr Krugman Completed the Medical Staff Application in VetPro on Aug 6, 2010 and was awarded a medical staff appointment on Sept 8, 2010 with privileges in Compensation and Pension.
Richard Krugman

From: Buccola, Kevin (HRRO) [Kevin.Buccola@va.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 8:00 AM
To: rkrugman@pma-fl.com

On Jan 8, 2010 I received an email from Dr. Krugman asking questions about the Chief of Staff position in Harlingen Texas. I was the recruiter assigned to assist in the advertising and recruitment for the new facility. We talked about the location and position. Dr. Krugman then forwarded me a copy of his Curriculum Vitae (CV) and I proceeded to complete his license and certification verifications. I then forwarded his application to Human Resources, Mrs. Cordova letting her know that Dr. Krugman was applying to the Chief of Staff position. She then forwarded the application to Mr. Milligan, Director of Harlingen VA.

I was informed later the Dr. Krugman has been selected for the position and was starting in September 2010. I was under the assumption that it was the Chief of Staff position. I was then informed that Dr. Aguilar was selected as the Chief of Staff temporarily and Dr. Krugman was the Associate Chief of Staff (ACOS) until Dr Aguilar left. As time went by I was informed again the Dr. Aguilar decided to stay and then Dr. Krugman was staying in the position of ACOS.

I contacted Mrs. Cordova and find out what had happened and all she could tell me was the Dr. Aguilar decided to stay for at least 3 years.

For professional reasons Dr. Krugman then contacted me to begin searching for other Chief of Staff positions within the VA Healthcare System. Since I have forwarded his application to several locations to help him find the Chief of Staff position he deserves.
To Whom It May Concern:

Prior to my official arrival at Texas Coastal Bend Veteran's Health System I was advised by the Chief of Staff, Dr. Raul Aguilar that Dr. Richard Krugman was going to be on board assisting with the opening and management of the new ambulatory surgical center (specifically the ASC activation) here in Harlingen, Texas. It was clear from this discussion that this was to be Dr. Krugman's primary function. The first time I met Dr. Krugman was early November 2011 when he conducted a tour for me and several others of the ASC. Dr. Wendell Jones and Dr. Charles Buckley from VISN included. During this visit some deficiencies in the ASC were identified and discussed such the practicality of having doors in the room.

Later, Dr. Aguilar attempted to have me review candidates from various clinics for referral to private providers. I did not feel comfortable in a position reviewing internal medicine consults and discussed the matter with him. It was during that time he told me that he and Dr. Krugman would be reviewing these candidates in a joint project.

Sincerely,

Daniel Martinez, M.D.

Physical Address: 618 Maco Dr.  Mailing Address: 2224 S. 77 Sunshine Strip, Ste.96 PMB-154  Harlingen, TX 78550
Phone: (956) 425-0111  Facsimile (956)-425-0150
To: Mary Ann Waterman  
   Administrative Officer to the Chief of Staff  
   Indianapolis VA Medical Center

Please consider this e-mail as a letter of recommendation on behalf of Dr. Richard S. Krugman.

I have known Dr. Krugman since he came to work as the ACOS for Ambulatory & Primary Care at VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System in the fall of 2010. He immediately started to try and bring unity to the primary care providers in each of the clinics and was instrumental in assisting with the long overdue bi-annual salary reviews of our providers whom were the lowest paid within VISN 17. Dr. Krugman has been very friendly and kind towards his subordinates and he has a keen sense of humor, but yet is able to demand the required work, reports and improvement plans for performance measures and other suspense items as needed. In my personal experience as a CMO under his supervision I have found him to be very approachable and easy to access, he has always been attentive and considerate of my requests. He has been pro-active in trying to assist the clinics in achieving their goals despite our limited resources and has assisted us in finding new or replacement candidates for our vacant positions.

In the short period of time I have known Dr. Krugman he has show to be a very compassionate physician yet he knows how to command due respect of his subordinates.

Thanking you beforehand for your kind attentions towards Dr. Krugman, if you may have any further questions please do not hesitate to call me.

Sincerely,

Daniel C. Brown M.D.  
CMO McAllen Outpatient Clinic  
VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System  
2101 S Col Rowe Blvd  
McAllen, TX 78503  
Phone: 956.618.7100 ext. 67126  
Fax: 956.618.7122

Confidentiality Note: This e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipients is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail, and destroy the original message and all copies.
DATE: June 8, 2011

FROM: Dr. Pamela Fieldus
Chief Health Informatics Officer
VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System
2601 Veterans Dr
Harlingen, Texas 78550

SUBJECT: Letter of Recommendation, Dr. Richard Krugman

To Whom It May Concern:

1. It gives me great pleasure to recommend Dr. Richard Krugman for your position. Since the first days of Dr. Krugman’s stay at this VA facility we have been in preparation for separation from another VA facility and to activate VCB on June 1 2011. This is of significance as it is a process that requires a complete VISTA build and the creation of a new CPRS system with its associated systems redesign activities. This is a unique occurrence for any VA and for Dr Krugman, as a new arrival to the VA family, it has provided him the opportunities to contribute the valuable “out-of-the-box” insight from his experiences in the private practice sector. Dr Krugman, in the ACOS role, has played a significant role in the formulation of new processes and has provided guidance and insight for key critical functions of the patient care processes. He has demonstrated successful accomplishments in the private sector in the area of OPT surgery: its structure, organization, efficient clinical processes, and billing – this would provide a VA the valuable business perspective of healthcare operations. During his tenure with us Dr Krugman has served to facilitate many needed process changes to accomplish the standing up of our new medical record including serving in the leadership role for ICD 9 problem list category development for the new medical record. Additionally, Dr Krugman has recommended changes for the coding practices of our providers.

2. Dr. Krugman’s training and experience provided our staff with both educational and clinical information that improved the patient care practices of the clinic.

3. I can, without hesitation, give him my highest recommendation. You will be proud to have him on your staff. Please do not hesitate to call me if I can offer anymore information on this outstanding medical professional.

Pamela Fieldus, DDS
Chief Health Informatics Officer
VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System
June, 15, 2011

To whom it may concern;

I am pleased to write this letter of recommendation on behalf of Doctor Richard Krugman.

In my position as the Manager of Prosthetic & Sensory Aids for the Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System, I have had the privilege to work with Dr. Krugman on projects in providing health care to our veterans.

In working with Dr. Krugman he has always been quick to volunteer his assistance and knowledge in matters rectifying situations.

Dr. Krugman has offered his time and expertise in providing guidance to the Pulmonary/Respiratory staff with the prescription development for patients receiving home oxygen therapy in the absence of the Pulmonary Physician. He has provided direction for expediting the delivery of care to the C-PAP and Bi-PAP patients.

Dr. Krugman has always provided me immediate effective information.

Sincerely,

Bradley D. Corkwell
Prosthetic & Sensory Aids Manager for the
VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System
June 9, 2011

Ms. Mary Ann Waterman
Administrative Officer to the Chief of Staff
Indianapolis VA Medical Center
Indianapolis, Indiana

Dear Ms. Waterman,

I am writing you to give my enthusiastic endorsement for Richard Krugman, M.D. who is applying for the position of Chief of Staff at your medical center. Presently, he is the Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory and Primary Care at the VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System. Dr. Krugman is my immediate superior in the system.

Prior to joining the VA, I have been in private practice and worked in medical staff leadership in our regional hospitals for over twenty years. I have served as the Vice-President of Medical Affairs/Chief Medical Officer for the past three years within a regional hospital system. I have gotten to work with several different administrators over the years.

Dr. Krugman is a bright, engaging, and an energetic administrator who will be a valued asset in any system he joins. He is a warm personal communicator and is able to develop support for tough assignments. Administratively, he is oriented to problem solving and empowers others by leading and guiding them to solutions they can support and achieve. Dr. Krugman has been a helpful mentor to me and is always open to a phone call or personal contact to give advice or to discuss an issue. He is well respected among the medical staff members who have appreciated his support while working under stress.

I highly recommend Dr. Richard Krugman for your medical center. If you have any questions about Dr. Krugman please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely yours,

Robert A. Lozano, MD, PhD
Chief Medical Officer
Neurologist
VA Harlingen Outpatient Clinic (HOPC)
2106 Treasure Hills Blvd
Harlingen, TX 78550
Work: (956) 366-4500 x67807
VA Cell: (956) 345-0939
Email: Robert.Lozano2@va.gov
From: Buccola, Kevin (HRRO) (Kevin.Buccola@va.gov)
To: ~
Date: Tue, June 21, 2011 8:30:24 AM
Cc: ~
Subject: Fw:

From: Garcia-Cantu, Allegra
To: Buccola, Kevin (HRRO)
Sent: Fri Jun 17 11:19:45 2011
Subject: ~

To whom it may concern:

I would like to heartily recommend Richard Krugman M.D. for his fine performance as a Physician and his shining example as a humanitarian and patient's advocate.

I worked under Dr Krugman over the course of a year in 2010-2011. He was my immediate superior within the VA system and was involved with the implementation of the new regional organization and our new management protocols. I feel that he was quite effective at that and that he demonstrated ample communication skills while engaged in those projects. He showed compassion for the patients and he resolved several conflicts amongst the clinic staff. I think he displayed excellent leadership and guidance throughout and am honored by the opportunity to pen this on his behalf.

Dr Richard Krugman is a superior Physician and a good role model for all of us- he has true grit and is not afraid to address issues for what they are.

Allegra Garcia-Cantu M.D. staff physician LOPC (ACMO 7-2010-2-2011)
Ms. Thomas,

After Dr. Aguillar assaulted me, we had a meeting with the Director where Dr. Aguillar admitted he had assaulted me. The Director's response was to give me job listings for me to look for a job in another VA system.

No formal action was taken against Dr. Aguillar, I had become an inconvenience and they wanted me out of the Valley.

Regards,

Richard Krugman

---

From: Krugman, Richard [mailto:Richard.Krugman@va.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2011 2:14 PM
To: rkrugman@pma-fl.com
Subject: FW:

From: Milligan, Jeffery L. (SES)
Sent: Friday, January 07, 2011 1:29 PM
To: Krugman, Richard
Subject: FW:

At the bottom of the Word document they list appointments and vacancies. This comes out every Friday.

Also, here is a website that also lists a lot of National and VACO (Washington) positions.

http://www.vacareers.va.gov/

---

From: Doskocil, Mark
Sent: Friday, January 07, 2011 1:27 PM
To: Milligan, Jeffery L. (SES)
Subject: RE:

Here you go.

---

From: Milligan, Jeffery L. (SES)
Sent: Friday, January 07, 2011 1:26 PM
To: Doskocil, Mark
Subject:

Do you have today's Friday 10:15 call minutes? I misplaced them.
Richard Krugman

From: Torres, Salomon [Salomon.Torres@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 11:17 AM
To: 'Richard Krugman'
Cc: 'Anthony Walluk'; 'doug.matney@uhsrgv.com'; 'Godbinez, Roxanna'
Subject: RE: The total amount outstanding and owed to South Texas Health System

Richard,
Plz come see me at my office at 3 or 4 today. Jeff Milligan, Lawrence Biro coming to see me this Friday a.m. to discuss matters. VA staff from DC will participate via videoconference. I want to run by you the key questions/points I need to raise/emphasize. Focus of discussion will be the status of Ambulatory/Surgical Center, state of VA medical personnel hired and their morale, customer service, trips to San Antonio, use of our veteran patients for fellows in San Antonio, etc.

Unpaid bills to hospital contractors. I will bring up but not as a complaint from hospitals. Don’t want to jeopardize their standing with VA. I’m sure Milligan/Biro will point finger back to the hospitals to explain why such large bills remain unpaid.

Unlikely that your employment will come up, but don’t know for sure. Behind such closed doors I might bring up.

I’m sure will be tense, so I need your help to get ready.

Tomorrow Thursday not good to meet – will be at a conference all day in Brownsville.

Appt with VA was just set this a.m. Plz let me know.

Salomon Torres
District Director
2664 W. Trenton Rd.
Edinburg, TX 78539
956-682-5545 tel
956-682-0141 fax
salomon.torres@mail.house.gov

From: Richard Krugman [mailto:rkrugman@pma-fl.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 11:06 AM
To: Torres, Salomon; 'Anthony Walluk'
Cc: 'Gorman, Karen'; 'Holt, Sarah'; sthomas@osc.gov
Subject: FW: The total amount outstanding and owed to South Texas Health System

Most recent response from South Texas Health System. Could wait for Valley Baptist but would be pretty similar.

Hopefully this helps. This is why the private sector is no longer getting involved with the VA patients. Any groups smaller would
Richard,  
As I mentioned (and as you would expect), VA folks that visited Friday had a different recollection and explanation of two key points - 1) that as Associate Chief of Staff for Primary Care you did not have authority/job duty to assess condition of ambulatory/surgical building and 2) VA did not receive from you concerns about the building until they saw them in writing in our Aug. 11 congressional inquiry with your memo attached.

Also, as I mentioned to you, Mr. Milligan explained in detail how your performance as Associate Chief of Staff for Primary Care was not satisfactory (in regards to managing/processing consults).

These points are key for OSC and Anthony, your private attorney, to know.

These were the VA staff present:

Lawrence Biro, VISN Network Director
Jeff Milligan, former VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System Director (now Director of the VA North Texas Health Care System)
Dr. Raul Aguilar, Chief of Staff, VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System
Fray Garza, Congressional Affairs Liaison, Harlingen

And via videoconference from D.C.:
William Schoenhard, Deputy Under Secretary for Health for Operations and Management, Veterans Health Administration

Richard,
I have to correct one statement in your email ("by even your own admission, Dr. Aguilar despised me and Mr. Milligan could not control him"). I simply speculated that perhaps Dr. Aguilar simply did not like you. That was pure speculation as you and I spoke and wondered about why this had happened to you and to try to explain Dr. Aguilar's conduct toward you. Plz make that note because I did not make such a statement as you state.

Salomon Torres
District Director
2954 W. Trenton Rd.
7/8/2012
Dear Mr. Torres,

Once again this clarifies the systematic fraudulent credentialing practices perpetrated by Dr. Aguilar. To me, my job duties were very clear: I was being brought in for my expertise in getting an ASC up and running. They didn’t know how to credential me into the system, so they opted for the position of ACOS of Ambulatory Care, with privileges in Comp. and Pen. As a physician, I took them at their word perhaps, in hindsight; I should have had an attorney review the arrangement. Please bear in mind that I basically relocated my family from Florida on a handshake.

With regards to the Consults, during my initial interview and my first days in the Valley it was discussed and understood, as an Anesthesiologist and a CEO of a 600 member group that I would not be involved with consults, period. Dr Aguilar did a good job with consults and should have continued because he was an Internist.

Another reason for my being hired was that as I had been a CEO of a 600 member medical group, they needed my expertise to take an entire disharmonious medical group and bring them together to create one strong medical system.

The following Letter demonstrates how Dr. Aguilar pushed to have me credentialed.

Sincerely,

Richard S. Krugman, M.D.
Dear Mr. Torres:

Based on the allegations made by the VA against me this past Friday, I wish to once again set the record straight. If I am to understand you correctly, in their meeting with you they stated that I refused to offer any assistance with the Ambulatory Surgical Center (ASC). In actual fact, I was interviewed as the building was being constructed and when I arrived at my assignment, I found many problems with the basic construction of the ASC. I was very quick to point out the deficiencies that I had found in the build out and gave suggestions on what needed to be corrected. During the first week of arriving in the Valley, I asked for a show of hands on how many people had ever been in an Operating Room, or for that matter an ASC. Only one hand went up and that was a nurse. I was somewhat surprised that not one person with any surgical background had been involved with approving the blue prints for an ASC. There were glaring deficiencies such as there was no humidity control system and appropriate sterilization area and equipment to name just two of many serious flaws.

At one point, in a private conversation with Mr. Milligan, I had suggested that I could assemble a team of medical techs who actually worked for me as I built numerous facilities. In fact, several of them had retired to the VA system (from private practice). In fact, Mr. Milligan actually looked up their VA status. He seemed quite please with the idea of getting a team together to aid in getting the ASC up and running. Within a week of that conversation I was attacked my Dr. Aguilar and told that I went behind his back (he happened to be on vacation when I had the conversation and as I was going to New Orleans the next week for a PACT conference, I felt time was of the essence, which is why I brought my suggestion to Mr. Milligan). While I was in New Orleans, I was called by Dr. Aguilar and told how I dare go behind his back. By the time I got back to the Valley, I was told by both Mr. Milligan and Dr. Aguilar that I was not allowed any involvement with the ASC.

I was later told by Dr. Martinez that Dr. Aguilar had stated that under no circumstance was he going to have a pushy New Yorker come in and show them how to do it. They could do it on their own. This is despite that fact that as Chief of Surgery, Dr. Martinez and his Administrator, Charles DuBois asked repeatedly for my involvement with the ASC. Dr. Aguilar steadfastly refused (and that is putting it politely).

I am therefore, forwarding you Dr. Martinez Letter of Recommendation, which verifies my "version" on the truth. If necessary, my attorney can depose several integral employees of the VA Coastal Valley, who can confirm what was said and done.

The reason for this is most disturbing, simply put, by even your own admission, Dr. Aguilar despised me and Mr. Milligan could not control him.

I therefore submit to you Dr. Martinez' Letter.

Sincerely,

Richard S. Krugman, M.D.
Richard Krugman

From: Krugman, Richard [Richard.Krugman@va.gov]
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2011 10:22 AM
To: rkrugman@pma-fi.com
Subject: [WARNING: MESSAGE ENCRYPTED]FW: C&P training

From: Dinesman, Alan H.
Sent: Thursday, December 30, 2010 4:50 PM
To: Aguilar, Raul; Alamilla, Maria
Cc: Silva, Estrella; Mikanowicz, Jessie A.; Ramirez, Deborah; Crawford-Robinson, Nona; Ramirez, Deborah; Krugman, Richard; Scoggins, Victoria R.; Muncey, Sarah J.; Reed, Judith D.; Melgoza, Victor; Boyd, Teresa D.; Flynn, Julianne; Patel, Preeti
Subject: RE: C&P training

Raul and Marisa,

It was very much a pleasure to work with Dr. Melgoza. I was very impressed with how quickly he learned as much of the C&P examination process as he did in such a short period of time.

I do want to share some information that I feel is important to take into consideration as Valley Coastal Bend proceeds with setting up its C&P process. C&P is very different now from what it was in 2009 when Marisa left the San Antonio C&P program in San Antonio. There are multiple new programs in place, not just IDES (which is its own separate issue). These differ not only in their clinical approach, but are also very different from an administrative process. These include such issues as the Nehmer cases, TBD, and quick start cases, and a new express process that Regional Office is starting up, and not to mention the Homeless C&P claims, and even the soon to be required use of ICD9 codes in C&P exams and the DBQ exam process.

I have attached the OIG report that was released in March 2010 as I think it is informative in understanding what has been identified as issue in the C&P exam process as it has been done in the past. The C&P process has evolved and become more complex. One indicator of the complexity of C&P is that there is currently “talk” that C&P will be its own unique product line nationally in 2011. Another important note is on page 10 of the OIG report: “Local VHA personnel reported that it can take up to one year to hire, privilege, credential and train a provider to conduct C&P medical exams”.

As a result of what sounds like a lack of full understanding of the intricacies of the C&P exam process, some people in the past thought that you could take a seasoned general medical physician and have them take the CPEP certification exam and then within a week or two they were “fully trained” to do C&P exams. This unfortunately is far from true. My personal experience with new clinicians is the pattern of after one month feeling like they understand, in the second month realizing that they don’t, in the third month frustration with the process, and by 6 months the beginnings of some confidence. I have a physician I hired over a year ago who was in private practice for many years, followed by nearly a decade in the VA system. He has likened his experience in C&P as being similar to doing another internship. It is not the medical components that are unique, it is the medico-legal aspect and its intricacies that are new and foreign to most clinicians. Please understand that Dr. Melgoza is now at the 1 month mark, or slightly less. He will very likely find the next several months to a year, or more, a challenge. Also, given the sheer volume of information relayed to him to learn about the C&P exam

1/3/2011
process, he has had only very limited exposure to the administrative side of the C&P exam process. I have let him know that since there is no experienced C&P clinical staff at VCB, he is welcome to call me, or my staff, with questions.

I have been told that you will be using QTC for a significant number of exams. Please see in the attached report that QTC’s requirements are different than the VA C&P’s. Also of note is that QTC has essentially limited what exams they are willing and contracted to do. For example, they will not do the Gulf War Protocol exams which is one of the most complex exams in the system and poses a significant challenge in understanding to both VBA and C&P. These have been complicated enough where I have personally had to contact a lawyer on the Veteran’s Board of Appeals that serves on the National CPEP Clinical Advisory Board with me in order to understand a variety of issues with Gulf War exams (These are not the Gulf War registry exams, this is a totally separate AMIE C&P exam template).

When I worked with QTC for 1.5 years prior to coming to C&P, they very rarely did opinions. In fact, in that year and a half, I physically saw only one C-file. It is my understanding that they are now doing some opinions, but it seems to me that we (C&P) are getting the far majority. In fact, there is rarely a week that goes by that we don’t get several 2507 exam requests stating that an exam was done by QTC and now an opinion is requested. There are also several conditions, such as sleep apnea, that QTC will not evaluate. Since sleep apnea is currently being rated as a 50% service connection, it is a very commonly claimed condition. So as you can see, QTC will help with the straight forward type claims, however, the most complicated issues will be sent to C&P. In fact, QTC cannot do Appeals nor Remands, which can be complicated, time consuming and confusing. Please note also that for 2011 the contractors received only 1 year contracts, whereas in years past it is my understanding they were for 3 to 5 years. This, along with the release of DBQ’s which are supposed to be possible to be filled out by the primary care physicians both inside and outside of the VA, suggest that the use of contractors may be limited in years to come. With this in mind, please give careful consideration to the discussion in the attached OIG report about C&P programs not providing sufficient clinical and administrative staff for their stations.

I am more than happy to answer any questions that may arise about the C&P process. If I am unable to answer them personally, I will hopefully be able to direct you to someone who can. Please don’t hesitate to contact me if I can be of assistance. I am assuming from the e-mail below that Dr. Melgoza will not be returning to San Antonio in January, nor after that. If this is not the case, please let me or Jessie Mikanowicz know so we can make arrangements for appropriate clinic accommodations. We have outgrown our current clinic location, and want to make sure that we have a room for him to do exams if so desired.

Hope everyone has a wonderful New Year, and looking forward to a great 2011.

Alan

Alan H. Dinesman, MD
Service Chief, Compensation and Pension
Frank Tejeda Outpatient Clinic
San Antonio, Texas
210-699-2194
210-365-0032 (cell)

1/3/2011
Gentlemen:

I am under the understanding that if a position that I have applied for with the Veterans Administration, if the Director or CMO of the system I am applying for calls Valley Coastal Bend for a recommendation and I am rejected based on negative comments about my character and performance by either Director Jeff Milligan, Chief of Staff Dr. Raul Aguillar or the CMO of VISN17, Dr. Wendell Jones, there is nothing I can do but accept that these individuals will say disparaging remarks.

However, this week my recruiter, Kevin Buccola was told by the VISN16 CMO to not even submit my package as it would not be accepted for review. Therefore, it is becoming obvious to me that they my superiors have slandered me in retaliation for my claims of negligent fraud, abuse of power, medical malpractice and waste of taxpayers’ money. When another VISN actually knows my name and refuses to review my package it is apparent that such a slander has occurred. I joined the VA with a fine reputation and excellent credentials; it is incomprehensible that because I took my Hippocratic Oath seriously and tried to make sure that the Veterans in the South Texas were not being harmed that I am being made to look incompetent and not worthy of serving the Veterans Administration.

The following are the emails from VA recruiter, Kevin Buccola, in which he confirms this.

Thank you, once again for your time and consideration.

Best Regards,

Richard S. Krugman, M.D.

-----Original Message-----
From: Buccola, Kevin (HRRO) [mailto:Kevin.Buccola@va.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 8:46 AM
To: rkrugman@pma-fl.com
Subject: RE:

Yes - Not so good. I pitched for you and the CMO pretty much said no. I was not told the story between whoever he talked with at VISN17.

I am still trying at other VISN's.

Kevin

-----Original Message-----
From: rkrugman@pma-fl.com [mailto:rkrugman@pma-fl.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 8:36 AM
To: Buccola, Kevin (HRRO)
Subject: 

Good morning
Richard Krugman

Subject: FW: VCB Issues
Location: 3 Way Phone Call
Start: Fri 1/21/2011 3:00 PM
End: Fri 1/21/2011 4:00 PM
Show Time As: Tentative
Recurrence: (none)
Meeting Status: Not yet responded

-----Original Appointment-----
From: Jones, Wendell E. (V17) (SES EQV)
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 2:11 PM
To: Jones, Wendell E. (V17) (SES EQV); Buckley, Clifford J.; Krugman, Richard
Subject: VCB Issues
When: Friday, January 21, 2011 3:00 PM-4:00 PM (GMT-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: 3 Way Phone Call
Good morning Dr. Jones.

We have spoke and met many times with the development of the ASC and the primary clinics here in Coastal Valley.

I am sorry to write this, but I believe a number of adverse actions have been taken against me regarding my beliefs regarding Veteran patient care. Being from the private sector most matters were handled privately and without further discourse. Here in the valley there is such a lack of appropriate collegians that if not corrected responsively, our family ties in Washington have volunteered to get involved.

Richard S. Krugman, M.D.
Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory and Primary Care
VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System
2701 S. 77 Sunshine Strip
Harlingen, TX 78550
Phone: 956.430.9346 ext. 69346
Fax: 956.430.9371
eMail: Richard.Krugman@va.gov

Confidentiality Note: This e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail, and destroy the original message and all copies.
Richard Krugman

From: Richard Krugman [rkrugman@pma-fl.com]  
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2011 8:01 AM  
To: 'Krugman, Richard'  
Subject: FW: VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System Position for Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory Care

From: Aguilar, Raul [mailto:Raul.Aguilar@va.gov]  
Sent: Thursday, July 01, 2010 2:05 PM  
To: rkrugman@pma-fl.com  
Subject: VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System Position for Associate Chief of Staff for Ambulatory Care

We are actively recruiting for this position and I would be interested in speaking with you regarding the requirements for the position. Please call me at your earliest convenience.

Raul Aguilar MD  
Chief of Staff  
VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System  
Harlingen, Texas  
956-430-9328 office

No virus found in this incoming message.  
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com  
Version: 9.0.830 / Virus Database: 271.1.1/2975 - Release Date: 07/01/10 02:35:00

8/21/2011
Greetings, I just want to give you a heads up on status of several of our PCP’s here at MCOPC.

Today at noon I got a call for the Chief of ER in ALMD in San Antonio and she was requesting references on Dr. Canales and she advised me that Dr. Canales has applied for employment as a fee based provider for ER. I have spoken with Dr. Canales and effectively she has applied to work the ALMD ER on a fee basis for now 2 weekends a month but if she likes it she will quit here and work there full-time. The issue at stake is salary and delay in approval of biannual salary reviews as well as current work overload. Dr. Garcia-Cantus has advised her of Dr. Aguirre’s salary on a 7/8ths schedule and it is significantly higher than her current salary.

Dr. Barreiro has also expressed to me and to several other employees that she is very dissatisfied at this time as she feels the work demands are not commensurate with current salary. Through the grapevine I understand she is planning on seeking employment elsewhere by May 2011.

Dr. Guerra has also expressed that he is considering seeking employment elsewhere because he feels the work demands are too high and it has come to a unmanageable point. He usually is here by 7-7:30 AM and usually does not leave until after 7 PM every day and comes in on most weekends for several hours to catch up on the excessive amount of outside paperwork.

I strongly believe that to avoid such amount of attrition of PCP’s it is imperative to expedite the biannual salary review for some of these providers. I do not believe they are willing to wait much longer. I have tried to appease them and advise them on the situation of waiting for HR clearance of increase in market pay from central office but at this point all credibility has been lost.

Thanking you beforehand for your kind attentions.

Respectfully,
Daniel C. Brown, MD
MCOPC Chief Medical Officer (CMO)
(956) 618-7112 / Ext 67342/67126
Email: DanielC.Brown@med.va.gov
Like us: www.facebook.com/VCBHCS

7/9/2011
Richard Krugman

From: Krugman, Richard [Richard.Krugman@va.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:07 PM
To: rkrugman@pma-fi.com
Subject: FW: HOPC Concerns

From: Downing, Candace L
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:38 AM
To: Aguilar, Raul; Krugman, Richard; Lozano, Robert A.
Subject: HOPC Concerns

March 29, 2011

Dr. Aguilar,

We are writing this letter to you to make you aware of the concerns of the Harlingen Clinic staff.

The physicians have been overwhelmed with the workload. We have discussed this with you and Dr. Krugman on several occasions in the past. We see many patients daily and in addition, have a burden of the unassigned patients and Winter Texans. Many of these come in post hospitalization or for complicated problems. We are seeing new patients daily. Every new patient requires several quick follow up visits, increasing the workload significantly.

In addition, there are 100-200 alerts daily for our panels. Patients come in without appointments and have various needs. Patients travel here from other clinics for laboratory, radiology or specialty services and either have a problem acutely or decide they need to be seen as a walk in here. We are expected to care for them. We have home health patients and are being told by those that approve VA home care that we need to see those patients every two months. This may improve a bit in 2-3 months when Dr. Rivera can accept some of these patients. We have patients that are inactive and are dropped off our panels and then see the nurse or come as a walk in and they are again on our panels. We are all working evenings and weekends, an average of 60 hours or more a week, to try to meet the burden. We have concerns about being slow to act or even missing a diagnosis due to this work load. Our patient panels exceed the recommended panel size by a large margin.

We have asked that patients that wish to move to HOPC from MCOPC be put on a waitlist. There has been no action on this. We understand that new patients are being recruited daily. We are not serving them well by not having the staff to care for them. A waitlist for these patients should be started as well until we have capacity to serve them.

As you are well aware, we have members of our staff working here that are not being compensated in an equal manner. (Dr. Paradiso and locum tenens, Dr. Wellington)

We may lose physicians we have if the concerns are not addressed.

7/9/2011
Sincerely,

Dr. Francisco Ayala,

Dr. Candace Downing

Dr. Manoj Gogia

Dr. Gary Paradiso

Dr. Earl Wellington
Inadequate Facilities @ Harlingen Health Care Center

The VACO team conducted a site visit at the HCC on February 8 & 9th, 2012. Exactly 17 months after Richard S Krugman, MD, The Whistle Blower, started questioning the wisdom of the administration and the ultimate cover-up by the VISN Director and his staff.

VACO has stated after their inspection of February 8 & 9th, 2012 at the HCC, that;

1/A. Dr. Krugman, the Whistleblower disclosed that the HCC lacked an appropriate, Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning system to adequately control humidity in the Operating Theatre
1/B. VACO stated that the HCC surgical unit is served by a dedicated HVAC system that is designed to control humidity in the operating theater.

2/A. Dr. Krugman disclosed that the HCC lacked back-up generators and the facility would be in trouble during the summer months when temperatures remain in the 90”-100 degrees.
2/B. VACO stated that the HCC is served by a 1,600 kilowatt diesel fueled generator with automatic transfer switches that comprise the emergency electrical system (EES). This generator is sufficiently sized to provide emergency electrical power to the HCC in the event that utility provided power is interrupted.

3/A. Dr. Krugman disclosed that the facility was not unable to support any surgical procedures and perform sterilization of equipment.
3/B. VACO determined that both the SPD areas are served by AHU-1. The SPD area ventilation distribution system is designed to provide VA required air exchanges, temperature and humidity and room balances (pressure relationships) between different functional spaces.

This is all well and good. The ribbon cutting, Dedication of the new Harlingen VA Outpatient Clinical and Surgical Center occurred on February 02, 2011. To this date June 12, 2012, not one open surgical case has been performed.

The Acting Chief of Surgery, because of her apprehension of retaliation has announced her retirement as of December 31, 2012.

As I said, you will hear that VACO did come down to visit the project, interview the administration and in their opinion everything was appropriate. I would hope so. But that is not why we are here. As a whistle blower, I can only tell you what occurred, while I was employed or thereafter. If they say that there is a dedicated HVAC, appropriate backup generator, a Surgical and Sterile Processing Department (SPD), appropriate Ventilation system, etc., etc., I would have to say I hope so. But that is not what I said. As a whistleblower I am relating what I knew up until the time I was discharged.
They did not mention what the costs were for the retrofit, the extent of the retrofit, that the majority of the OR equipment was not purchased until early September 2011, with a delivery October/November. Ten months after the ribbon cutting. At what cost and what pocket did it come from? In my addendums I will show that by December 2011, VATVCBHCS realized what occurred and a mad rush to correct before the public became aware or VISN realized the extent of the cover-up.

Yes, they are now doing colonoscopies on the third floor. A procedure that can be performed in a physician’s office. Yes, a slim to moderate case load of cataracts for one ophthalmic surgeon are now being done. But not one open surgical case has been performed on the third floor. Even the Acting Chief of Surgery will not do a case on the third floor. All of her pathological procedures are done on the Second Floor.

More than $50,000,000 dollars which was merely the initial budget, for procedures which could have been done at the Harlingen Out-Patient Clinic, one block away? Once again, this was the estimated original cost of building the facility.

Perhaps, at the present time, the best question to ask is where has the additional funding that was required to make the necessary improvements come from? And, as importantly, how much have these retrofits cost?

Towards the end of my active employment, it had become clear that we were being asked to find ways to “reduce utilization of fee basis in VATVCBHCS by 10%.” Once again, our patient population was growing at approximately twice that rate. To that end Dr. Aguilar starting instituting policies to reduce the referral of fee basis patients. An example of this is his policy that required four Fecal Smears to be performed before a patient could be referred for a colonoscopy. This is not the medical norm, as an employee of the Veterans Administrative, I had perhaps one of the finest medical insurance policies and I can assure you that this is not the treatment my wife and I received. When my wife turned fifty, at least two of her physicians told her it is time to get her first colonoscopy, this was her rite of passage prescribed by the American Medical Community. So a relatively healthy woman with no symptomology requiring a colonoscopy was ordered to have one because her age dictated it, a Veteran in the Rio Grand Valley had to get four positive fecal tests to earn a colonoscopy. To me this was quite barbaric.

My conclusion was that the money, short of an act of Congress, would have to be derived by cutting the quality of care to our Veterans patents! And I maintain, to this day, this is what has occurred with the VATVCBHCS and can be confirmed by talking to the patients affected by the reduced care they are receiving.

Surgical Staff Hired but Unable to Practice

VACO’s answer is “the allegation regarding this particular physician is partially substantiated”. An 11 month delay from the time of hire of a cataract specialist to the first procedure is too long. Some delays in start up of the ASC were related to uncontrollable events (i.e. CPRS transition). Mitigating this opinion is the fact that it can be challenging
to recruit in the South Texas region, and identifying a surgeon willing to work full time for VA to perform a commonly needed service. Thus, when an opportunity to hire arises, it is reasonable to do so even if the timing is not optimal.

I would agree with this statement if it was true. BUT once again a false statement was made. Except for me, 95% of all physicians associated with this project have been living in the area for most of their career. In the New England Journal and most of the medical-business journals published today, the reference states that one the wealthiest medical communities in the United States are in McAllen Texas. The reason why the difficulty in recruiting and retention of physicians might not be related to the geographical area at all, but rather to the stewardship of its Chief of Staff, Dr. Raul Aguilar.
List of Supporting Documentation

C-1 December 9, 2010 from Network Director, Bronchoscopy and GI procedures begin February 2011 and ambulatory surgery expected March 2011. Monitoring Equipment, Anesthesia equipment, etc., was not ordered until August/September of 2011.

C-2 ASC 3rd Floor Flow meeting. This was in preparation for Tuesday’s tour with Dr. Buckley. During discussion, except for myself, Abel Gonzales and one RN, no one was ever in an ASC or even on a surgical floor in a hospital. Leading the tour would be Dr. AguilaJ, an internist that never was in an ASC or surgical floor. I was asked to prep him for Tuesday’s tour. At that time he was not knowledgeable of what type of cases could be done in the ASC, what transfer policies would need to be put into place, what ASA status of patient could be safely done at an ASC (especially a new one), Codes, malignant hyperthermia and flow. This is just a very short list of knowledge needed.

C-3 Time chart

C-4 Gross Square Feet. 163,309 square feet of which could have been transported to HOPC without the expenditure of $50,000,000

C-5 Start dates that are extended by more than a year and general surgery which is non existent

C-6 From Dr Martinez, Chief of Surgery, stating he was informed that Dr Krugman was going to be on board assisting with the opening and management of the new Ambulatory Surgical Center

C-7 March 04, 2011. From Abel Gonzales, Chief of SPD. Problems with Temp-Humidity SOW for the HCC

C-8 February 28, 2011. From Abel Gonzales, Chief of SPD. Problems with Humidity and Temperature

C-9 March 15, 2011. From Abel Gonzales to Mr. Milligan

C-10 March 15, 2011. From Sarah Bass to senior management POWER OUTAGES

C-11 August 15, 2011. From Dr Salinas our ophthalmologist

C-12 August 15, 2011. From Dr. Salinas

C-13 August 18, 2011. From Dr Salinas

C-14 June 01, 2011. From Mainline Medical

C-15 June 30, 2011. From Stephen Castillo @ Draeger

C-16 June 30, 2011. From Stephen Castillo

C-17 July 29, 2011. From Stephen Castillo @ Draeger. Order for equipment has not been finalized, 7 months after ribbon cutting

C-18 June 22, 2012. From Stephen Castillo @ Draeger. Decision and order was not made until July/August of 2011. Equipment was not received until October/November 2011, 10 months after ribbon cutting and 3 months before VACO came down for inspection

C-19 April 29, 2011. From Douglass Matney, Group Vice President of UHS south Texas Region

C-20 April 29, 2011. From Douglass Matney
January 12, 2011. From Mr. Milligan, reduce utilization of Fee Basis in VCB by 10%.
1. VISN 17 is requesting the approval of the attached business plan for the VA Texas Valley Coastal Bend Health Care System's (VATVCBHCS) Ambulatory Surgery Center (ASC) per the VHA Directive 2009-001, Restructuring of VHA Clinical Programs. The program will be the first of its kind in the Lower Rio Grande Valley to offer ambulatory surgical services such as Orthopedics, Ophthalmology, Digestive Diseases, Pulmonology, Urology, Dermatology, General Surgery and Otolaryngology.

2. Bronchoscopy and GI procedures are planned to start in February 2011 and ambulatory surgery is expected to begin in March 2011. VATVCBHCS is planning to schedule a site visit with the VHA Surgery Program Office to ensure all ASC requirements are met prior to offering ambulatory surgical services to Veterans.

3. The business plan includes a timeline of the activation of services in the ambulatory surgery center, workload projections, FTE and equipment plans, ASC surgical services algorithm, VATVCBHCS and ASC organizational charts and quality management evaluation tools.

4. If further information is needed, contact Sherrie Bryant, VISN 17 Strategic Planning and Development Manager: 817-385-3731.

Lawrence A. Biro
Network Director
Richard Krugman

Subject: FW: ASC 3rd Floor Flow Meeting
Location: VCB Management Conference Room - 101 - VTEL with CCOPC

Start: Fri 11/5/2010 10:00 AM
End: Fri 11/5/2010 11:00 AM
Show Time As: Tentative
Recurrence: (none)
Meeting Status: Not yet responded

-----Original Appointment-----
From: Heironimus, Linda S. On Behalf Of Griffin, Karen F
Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2010 9:17 AM
To: Griffin, Karen F; Bass, Sarah E.; Garza, Eneida; Clay-Erwin, Sheila R.; Gonzales, Abel; West, Mary Catherine C.; Alamilla, Maria; Weatherby, Bradley K.; Dunn, Jean L; Aguilar, Raul; Krugman, Richard; Bearden, Lissette
Subject: ASC 3rd Floor Flow Meeting
When: Friday, November 05, 2010 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (GMT-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: VCB Management Conference Room - 101 - VTEL with CCOPC

This meeting was requested by Sarah Bass and is in preparation for Tuesday’s tour with Dr. Buckley.
# Ambulatory Surgery & Specialty Clinics

## About the Facility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Gross Square Feet</th>
<th>For the Veterans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Level</td>
<td>55,038</td>
<td>- Eligibility and Medical Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Level</td>
<td>55,539</td>
<td>- My HealthVet and Patient Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Level</td>
<td>55,732</td>
<td>- Amputee Clinic and Prosthetics Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Non Institutional Care Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Administration, Facilities, Logistics, Pharmacy, and Police Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Building</td>
<td>166,309</td>
<td>- Medical, Surgical, and Mental Health Clinics (68 Exam and Procedure Rooms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Phlebotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Colonoscopy, Bronchoscopy &amp; Cystoscopy Suites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- 6 Operating Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- 16 PACU, 13 PreOp Holding, 6 GI Preop Beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Laboratory/Pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- SPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish Medical / Surgical Clinics Second Floor</td>
<td>JAN 2011</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish GI Procedures Endoscopies/ Colonoscopies</td>
<td>FEB 2011</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish Cystoscopy/ Prostate Biopsies, etc</td>
<td>FEB 2011</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laryngoscopy</td>
<td>FEB 2011</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish cataract surgeries</td>
<td>MAR 2011</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To Whom It May Concern:

Prior to my official arrival at Texas Coastal Bend Veteran’s Health System, I was advised by the Chief of Staff, Dr. Raul Aguilar, that Dr. Richard Krugman was going to be on board assisting with the opening and management of the new ambulatory surgical center (specifically the ASC activation) here in Harlingen, Texas. Following this discussion, it was clear to me from this discussion that this was to be Dr. Krugman’s primary function. The discussion with Dr. Krugman was early November 2011 when he conducted a tour for me and several others of the ASC. Dr. Wendell Jones and Dr. Charles Buckley from VHS included. At this time, some deficiencies in the ASC were identified and discussed such as the presence of the濑ichi doors in the room.

Later, Dr. Aguilar attempted to have me review patients from various clinics for referral to private providers. I did not feel comfortable as a surgeon reviewing internal medicine consults and discussed the matter with him at some time in the future. He told me that he and Dr. Krugman would be reviewing these cases as part of a project.

Sincerely,

Daniel Martinez, M.D.
Richard Krugman

From: Krugman, Richard [Richard.Krugman@va.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 3:00 PM
To: rkrugman@pma-fl.com
Subject: FW: Temp and Humidity SOW for the HCC
Attachments: Temp-Humidity SOW.doc

From: Gonzales, Abel
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 2:53 PM
To: Krugman, Richard
Cc: Scoggins, Victoria R.; Shabazz, Malik
Subject: Temp and Humidity SOW for the HCC

Attached is what I sent forward about temp and humidity requirements in the HCC. Since this has gone out I have talked with one engineer from Boyer who will be here on the 16th. He outlined some of the adjustments being made to the existing system to bring temp and humidity into spec but ultimately that plan will not work against the tropical climate seen in this area. Guy Unger has a list of rooms within the building where sterile items are stored or procedures will be done that must be in temp and humidity range. Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Abel Gonzales RN BSN
Chief of SPD
The VA Health Care Center at Harlingen
Ambulatory Surgery & Specialty Clinics
2601 Veterans Dr
Harlingen, TX 78550
Office # 956-291-9294
Cell # 956-345-5492
abel.gonzales@va.gov

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 10.0.1375 / Virus Database: 1509/3659 - Release Date: 05/25/11
February 28, 2011

Scope of work for humidity and temperature control at the VA HCC building Harlingen

The Interim Guidance for Ventilation Requirements in Sterile Processing Departments issued January 26, 2011 outlines temperatures of 72-78 degrees and humidity of 20-60%. The AORN 2009 recommendation for the OR and Sterile Processing are 68-73 degrees and humidity of 30-60%.

Our recent temperatures in the SPD and OR areas of the 3rd floor have ranged from 68-78 degrees and the humidity has been from 37-86%.

To be able to process instruments and store them sterile the temperature and humidity must be consistent and controllable 24/7. Infection control for patients also demands that the temperature and humidity be within the described parameters.

Requirement:

1. A mechanical system that will provide humidity/temperature that is within the ranges posted above on the entire 3rd floor. The rest of the building floors would also have better infection control opportunity with the same parameters.
2. Consistent delivery of proper temperature and humidity.
3. Controllable systems that can be adjusted to compensate for outside temperature change that is common to the region.
4. Monitoring of humidity/temperature at multiple locations especially those where sterile procedures take place or sterile instruments are stored. Monitoring should feed into a central collection point and alarm triggers be set for notification of data that is out of range.

These systems must be on constantly with no evening or week end shut down. When these systems are off they allow heat and humidity build up to occur which affects walls, floors, and sterile items allowing bacteria to establish growth. When the systems start back up after being down they create turbulent air which picks up any particles that have settled.
March 15, 2011

Mr. Milligan,

In regards to the progress we are making for the stand up of SPD I believe we will be operational at the end of May. All equipment should be in and running with training in progress. I am navigating the lengthy processes for ordering items that have to be in place along with our ability to reprocess equipment. Items that are needed in SPD, OR, G.I. Lab, and PACU such as wall suction units are only a small example of additional equipment that must be in place. I wanted to point out several areas that must come online about the same time as SPD.

1. Full staffing of SPD
2. Staffing of the G.I. Lab (Nurses and Techs)
3. Staffing for Anesthesia
4. Supply items specific for G.I. Lab
5. Anesthesia supplies (carts) and the predictable layout of their location and reorder.
6. SPD equipment and supplies and their predictable storage and reorder
7. G.I. endoscopes on site
8. Some PACU and pre-Op staff on site.
9. Control of the building temp and humidity

I bring these topics up for you to have all the information necessary to make decisions and plans about the future. In fact, there may be other process not in place that I am unaware of. I do not want to present the picture that SPD running will equal complete readiness for G.I. Lab procedures. The reprocessing of instruments is one component of the entire service line. I am involved in helping areas outside SPD when necessary and will continue to do so. Please review the entire scope of facilities and manpower readiness to make a realistic plan for start time.

Respectfully Submitted,

Abel Gonzalez RN
Chief of SPD
956-345-5492
The HCC is experiencing a power outage and many folks are not able to use their computers. We are working to get this problem addresses ASAP.

Thank you,

Sarah Bass
Operations Administrator
The VA Health Care Center at Harlingen
Ambulatory Surgery & Specialty Clinics
2601 Veterans Drive
Harlingen, Texas 78550
Sarah.Bass@va.gov
Office: (956) 291-9028 Direct Line Ext 69028
Cell: (210) 833-5284

Like us: www.facebook.com/VCBHCS
Follow us: www.twitter.com/VAVCBHCS
Visit our NEW WEBSITE: http://www.texasvahey.va.gov/
From: Anthony Walluk [awalluklaw@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 8:26 AM
To: Dr. Krugman
Subject: RE: VCV/HCC

Dr. Krugman,

This should go to OSC. Do you have any problem with me forwarding it so they can add him to their investigation witness list?

Tony Walluk

---

From: rkrugman@pma-fl.com
To: Salomon.Torres@mail.house.gov
CC: awalluklaw@hotmail.com
Subject: FW: VCV/HCC
Date: Tue, 16 Aug 2011 07:38:38 -0500

Received this e-mail from Dr. Ruben Salinas last evening. Shows that situation worse than we thought and a group of physicians and surgeons in the process of quitting secondary to the way Dr. Aguilar and Mr. Milligan are running the program. Cathy Salinas, wife of Dr Salinas also got on the phone yesterday evening. She related that her friendship with the congressman dates back more than 30 years and would like a touch back probably from you or the congressman. She had definite opinions being the spouse but also living and working in McAllen over 30 years. Her number is (956) 330-5008

---

From: Ruben Salinas [mailto:rubensalinas@rgv.rr.com]
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 8:16 PM
To: Richard Krugman
Cc: rubensalinas@rgv.rr.com
Subject: VCV/HCC

Dear Dr. Krugman,

I was hired by you on February 28, 2011. I signed a contract for one year to be a Cataract Surgeon and to provide the best Eye Care with my training for our Veteran population.

I have been seeing patients under Dr. Bohart, because there were no other furnished Eye Examining Rooms. Over the past two weeks finally the Eye Clinic has the equipment for me to work with.

When I started there were two Certified Ophthalmic Assistants helping us with the work up of the patients. One of them was Mr. Russell Hagy who was promoted by the Administration (Dr. Aguilar) to be the person in charge of tele-retina leaving the Eye Clinic with only one COA to help two Ophthalmologist plus an Optometrist. Instead of helping the Eye Clinic this has hindered our efforts to provide the best Eye Care possible with our training.

For 12 weeks Dr. Aguilar did not allow us to perform any type of Laser Eye Procedures, despite the fact that I have as you know have been doing these procedures for the past 32 years and Dr.
Bohart for the past 40 years. All of these Lasers were feed out to Private Practitioner's in the area when there was no need for that at a great loss of Revenue for this Institution.

My surgical skills have suffered because the Surgical Suites are not ready yet for surgery due to multiply factors including the lack of hiring of the right Human Resources for these areas.

It seems to me that the HCC is being run by the Nursing Staff instead of the Physicians.

Dr. Aguilar has only come to the Eye Clinic twice since I have been there and instead of showing leadership and praising the work of the Physicians we have been blocked every step of the way in providing the best possible care that our Veterans deserve.

He has not even asked us what kind of Human Resources that we need in order to give and deliver the best Eye Care that our Veteran deserve. As you know for every Ophthalmologist and Optometrist the ratio is at least two COA Ophthalmic Assistants for each of them. In my opinion we have been losing Revenue not only for the amount of patients that had to be feed out but also for the lack of Human Resources that we need in the Eye Clinic and that we have not been provided with.

On the Medical Side you have also disenchanted positions which are extremely well trained and loyal to this Institution. I feel that we should have a full time Chief of Surgery and a Chief of Internal Medicine. I personally feel again that the Nurses have been given too much power in the decision making process in this Institution instead of the Physicians who are the ones in a Leadership Position to run the HCC.

In summary it is my own personal opinion that the people at all levels that work in the Administration Building should be moved to the HCC where there is plenty of room so that way the big disconnect between the two can be avoided.

I sincerely hope that this will provide you with some insight of what is transpiring at the HCC. If you need further information please do not hesitate to contact me either via e-mail and or personal meeting.

Best Regards,

Ruben F. Salinas M.D., F.A.C.S.

8/21/2011
Dear Dr. Krugman,

I will try to summarize for you my experience to the exposure of Dr. Raul Aguilar.

1. During the last six months since I have been hired I have only seen Dr. Aguilar twice come to the Eye Clinic and on both occasions the Eye Team was humiliated instead of praising us for our efforts in trying to provide the best possible eye care to our Veterans without the proper equipment or Human Resources and that was done in front of the Nurses.

2. For three months he did not allow us to do any type of Laser Eye Procedures despite our qualifications instead he encouraged us to feed them out to Private Practitioners which was a great loss of Revenue for this Institution.

3. He has not provided us with the proper Human Resources for the two M.D.’s and one OD for the clinic to be more productive and provide our Veterans with more help to do diagnostic procedures it has taken six months or more for the rest of the Eye Clinic to have the proper instruments and equipment for us to perform our job.

4. He did not provide any training for the new comers Physicians and otherwise in order for us to learn the computerized patient record system of the VA and be more productive.

5. Up until now I still do not have a Clinic of my own because of the lack of the equipment and the lack of Certified Eye Technicians. There is a long waiting list of patients to be seen because of the lack of equipment in the Eye Clinic.

6. The past six months I have only seen Dr. Aguilar physically present at one of the Medical Staff Meetings.

7. Despite that I was hired as a Cataract Eye Surgeon no procedures have been done to this date they have all been fed out because the Operating Rooms lack of Equipment and Human Resources.

8. Since I have been in the Eye Clinic I have not seen a full time Nurse designated for our Clinic nor do we have a Crash Cart for an emergency in the Eye Clinic.
9. Because the Nurses rule the HCC from Dr. Aguilar's orders among the petty things that we have to go through is the fact that on a daily basis we have to ask the Pharmacy to provide us with dilating drops, antistatic drops and other eye meds that we require for our daily work.

10. There is still one Exam Room not furnished.

11. We still do not have a full time Chief of Surgery and or Chief of Internal Medicine and we still do not have an Anesthesiologist.

Best Regards,

Ruben F. Salinas M.D., F.A.C.S.
Richard,

Attached is the quote we discussed. Charles Dubois had called our office on 8/5/2010 asking for this quote.

We would like to know if someone is still interested in these nerve stimulators or if we should delete the quote from our system.

Any help you can provide would be appreciated.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darlene Rider
Customer Service
As you know, one of our performance goals for FY 2011 is to reduce utilization of Fee Basis (Non VA Care) in VCB by 10%. This reduction is of course to be performed safely and effectively.

At the ELC yesterday, I was provided with the number of Fee Authorizations for FY 2010, 31,521.

Our goal for FY 2011 will be to reduce fee authorizations by 3152. We will discuss this tomorrow at morning report.

Thank you.